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What makes a
man a man?

young adults rising

First successful penis
transplant performed

By Qucntin Kilpatrick
Reporter

on a Chinese male

"We as educators
need to educate

reminds all about

Despite its stigma, the sta... how to prevent
tistics are alarming — adults
ages 18 to 24 account for onetransmitting."
third of new HIV infections
Andre-:.
in Ohio.
While reported Ill\ Intel
tions on college campuses
then rubbing the device comnationwide were only 02 perpletely across the gum line.
cent in 2002, the vast majority
This device is then placed in
of HIV-positive students do
a solution which will produce
not know their status, accordresults in 20 minutes.
The test is 99.7 percent
ing to the American College
Health Association.
accurate.
In partnership with
II there is a reaction to
the test, it is not confirmed
Substance Abuse Services,
Inc. of Toledo, The Wellness
positive until a similar test is
(iiniicction at the University's
administered lor furthei testI leahh Center has begun
ing, which usually takes one
week.
offering free and confidential
HIV testing from 9:30 a.m. to 4
[renchlk stressed thai HIV is
p.m. on Fridays.
a preventable disease and students should be aware <it how
"I'd encourage everyone to
take the rapid test. It's the only 10 protect themselves,
way we can really make pre"It is necessary to protect
vention possible," said Andrea yourself by using latex conColcord. health educator at
doms, each .mil everj time
the Wellness Connection.
you have sexual acth ity.
including oral and anal sex."
"We as educators need to
educate those who are positive Trenchlk said.
You should set up an
how to prevent transmitting
the disease, and those who ate appointment for the 11IV rapid
negative — how to stay negatest when you have reached 60
days of'sate sex practk e&
tive."
The free rapid-testing, not
During die two-month
period prior to the IIIV rapid
offered at most universities,
testing, the antibodies for I IIV
takes 30 minutes or less.
"I think it's beneficial and it
may not be strong enough to
definitely increases awareness; show.
An exception to the twonot every school does this,"
said Chris Gvurnek, freshman. month rule would be if you
While SAS1 has offered free
have symptoms ol the Hi\
virus." Trenchik said.
HIV testing in the past, this
scar is a first for the rapid-testA comprehensive counseling process is offered to those
ing.
who test positive.
"It's such an easy test, said
The testing is 1 -nniplctely
Kathleen Trcnchik. director of
Substance Abuse Sort ices, Inc. free and confidential, but by
appointment only Call 119The test is performed In.172-9355.
inserting a porous Hat pad
between the teeth and lip,

what it means to be a
man. or lack there of
|Pag.S

Working for
BGSU can be
rewarding
Custodians,
maintenance crew
and campus chefs
share stories of what
it takes to do their
jobs and their rewards

|P»oe7

Men's golf
handicapped
by weather
With two teams
playing. BGSU men's
golf team finished
fourth overall at
the John Piper
Invitational | Page 9

Men's soccer
team home
Men's soccer team
returns after a month
of away games and
two losses over
weekend | Page 9

Saddam's judge replaced
Preview of
the Family
Weekends
tab on Friday

i

Information about
the weekends
events, including
the International
Fair, historical
downtown tours and
the marching band's
halftime show and
special guest

The Associated Press

JORDAN f LOWiR
FINAL MARKER: A tomostone lies within the fence of the Bowling Green cemetery Tim Hammer, the sexton, said there are about
800 more plots to be sold and the cemetery may be filled within the next 10 to 15 years The cemtery lies in the middle of the University

Cemetery is a town fixture
By Kcri Ondrus
Reporter

"Do you work on or
off campus?"

Teresa Lopez. Junior.

Psychology

Some people try to linltl their
breath while passing a cemetery, in order to keep spit
its from the other side from
inhabiting theii body At the
University, this proves dilIti nil. Using this technique, a
walk bom McDonald Hall in
the Student Recreation Center
could end up deadly.
The Oak Grove Cemetery;
located between Mem and Hidgc

streets on campus, has Ixvn .1 Sx
iniv in Howling Green from the
time the cedes) settlers arrived
here. The first "permanent" nsideiiLs of Bowling Green, although
not buried in (kikiirovet Icmetery,
were buried in the early lDHOs. said
MikcMcMasicuduc.itinnaldirectoral tin- howling! ireen I listorical
Society
Two children of Presley Walker.
one ni the original settlors of the
niv were buried in a duneor sand
ridge, a common practice lor early

would lx- closer 10 heaven.
Every hill in northwest Ohio
probablv has human remains,
Since this land has been occupied
leu gome It 1,000 years, there haw
lxvn<|iiiicaffw bin i.iK. Mi M.ist.-r
said.
A MI 1 ind reason tiir these hills
including the one in Oak Grow
(i'lncti'iy is because of the past
type of land in this area Because
of tlx' Black Swamp it was necessary to make hills to keep the

setrjere. lUswasdonesothedead

See GRAVES I Page 2

BAGHDAD, Iraq — The chief
judge in Saddam Hussein's
genocide trial was replaced
yesterday amid complaints
from Shiite and Kurdish officials that he was too easy on
the deposed Iraqi leader.
It was the second time that a
chief judge was changed while
Saddam was on trial: in each
cose there were accusations
that Saddam was allowed too
much leeway In court.
Abdullah al-Amiri was
replaced on the five-member
panel by his deputy in the trial.
Mohammed al-Uraibiy. a court
official said. The new chief
judge is a Shiite Arab, as is olAniiri.
The Iraqi High Tribunal,
the country's supreme court,
sought die change and Prime
Minister Nouri al-.Maliki
approved it. a government official said. Both officials asked
not to be named because they
are not authorized to speak to
the media.
An attorney defending senior
officials in Saddam's former
regime decried the change as

purely political.
"This was ,1
coup that succeeded, [here
was no legal
reason
tor
removing him
Abdullah
(al-Amiri),"
al-Amiri
defense law ■
Chief Judge
yerBadeelzzat
in Saddam
Aref told The
Associated
Hussein's
trial. Recently Press. "They
(court offireplaced
cials) felt that
he would not
respond to their demands."
Hussein al-Duri. an aide
to al-Maliki, said one reason
for the change was al-Amiri's
statement in court last week,
in which he told Saddam, "You
went not a dictator."
In Iraq. al-Ouri told Al\rabiya television, "il is not
allowed for the judge to express
his opinion"
Al-Amiri's comment angered
many Kurds and Shiitcs and
fueled criticism that he was
too lenient with Saddam.
See TRIAL I Page 2
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Bush blasts anti-U.S.
forces in Middle East

I

By Deb Reichmann
The Associated Press

TODAY
Sprinkles
High: 60. Low: 39

TOMORROW
Mostly sunny
High: 65. Low: 53

k

UNITED NATIONS —President
Bush sought to blunt antiAmericanism across the Middle
East on yesterday, asserting that
extremists are trying to jusiily
their violence by falsely claiming the U.S. is waging war on
Islam. He singled out Iran and

Syria as sponsors of terrorism.
Bush, in an address to world
leaders at the U.N. General
Assembly, tried to advance Ins
campaign for democracy in the
Middle East against a backdrop
of turmoil in Iraq. Afghanistan
and other nations that have
Sec BUSH I Page 2

Thailand's acting president overthrown
By Dcnit D. Gray
The Associated Press

BANGKOK. Thailand — In the
dead of night and without firing
a shot. Thailand's military 1 n n
threw popularly elected Prime
Minister Thaksin Shinawatra
I rsieiday amid mounting criticism 1I1,11 he had undermined
democracy.
The sudden, well-orches-

trated coup — the first in 15
years and a throwback to an
unsettled era in Thailand —
was likely to spark both enthusiasm and criticism at home
and abroad. The military said
it would soon return power to
a democratic government but
did not say when.
Striking when Thaksin was
in New York at the UN. General
Assembly, army commander

Gen, Sondhi Boonyaratkalin
sent tanks and troops into the
drizzly, nighttime streets of
Bangkok. The military ringed
Thaksin's offices, seized control of television stations and
declared a provisional authority loyal to the king
On Wednesday, in his first

VISIT BGNEWS.COM: NEWS, SPORTS, UPDATES. MULTIMEDIA AND FORUMS FOR YOUR EVERYDAY LIFE

See COUP I Page 2
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POLICE
BLOTTER

COUP

MONDAY

public appearance since seizing power, soiul li i asked for the
public's support and declared
(he coup was necessary to end
serious conflicts within Thai
society that Thaksin had created.
"We would like to reaffirm
that we don't have any Intention to rule the country and
will return power to the Thai
people as soon as possible," he
said a brief television address.
He was flanked by the three
armed forces chiefs and the
head of the national police
force.
The coup leaders declared
martial law. revoked (he consiiuition and ordered all troops
not to leave duly stations without permission from theircommanders. The stock exchange
was to be closed Wednesday,
along with schools, banks and
government offices.
Bangkok's normally bustling
streets emptied out early today,
from shopping stalls to red light
districts, as Thais and (ouris(s
learned of the coup.
Across the capital, Thais who
trickled out onto barren streets
welcomed the surprise (urn of
events as a necessary climax (o
monthsofdcmandsforThaksin
to resign amid allegations of
corruption, electoral skullduggery and a worsening Muslim

From Page 1
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nderground
music at BG
By Stephanie Spencer
Reporter

Usually calling anyone's music
"noise" would lie kind of an
insult.
But nol for an experimental
underground music scene that
deals with nontraditional instruments like broken apart tape
recorders, lassette tapes and even
unconventional ways to play electric guitar and keyboard.
I asi night in the Arts Milage was
the first experimental music show
for this fall and featured local artists Jason /eh. 'Ibnv Kvrc and Ian

Adcock.
Gordon Ricketts, arts village
coordinator, was excited to have
tlie musicians "This is important
l»vause it's different, it pushes student's boundaries," he said.
jason /eh, who describes his
music as "tape music", is as Interesting to watch as he is to listen to.
spreading out tape recorders and
cassettes around him in an orgaiii/nl tangle. Spare tape is in a nest
neatiiis knees, cords snakeoutfrum
every electronic device and when
I le starts playing the volume makes
everyone in the room vibrate.
Arts Village student Lisa I lursey
did not attend for a class or to gain
credit, but as catalyst. "1 use it as
an inspiration, I listen to die music
and ideas come to mind during
the piece. I write notes and then
a > upstairs to my room and see if
I can make something out of it,"
site said.
last night's concert was hopefully
the first of many more (his year anil
these musicians are trying to play
for anyone that will hear them.
"We consider it an art form, like
I would consider abstract expressionism an art ban." Ricketts said.
Eyre and Zeh also each played
a set at Black Swamp Arts listival
earlier this month at the (la AI
Theatre which showcased other
experimental musicians.
I \ re uses it as a way to relax, have
fun and play music.
"I really enjoy the simplicity that
it offers, it makes things interesting while Ix-ing simple at the same
time, it's son of a challenge," he
said.

BUSH
From Page 1
embraced the very changes he
seeks for the region.
Solidly aligned with Israel,
the United States is viewed with
angerand suspicion by Muslims
across the Middle East
Addressing that hostility,
Bush said. "My country desires
peace. Extremists in your midst
spread propaganda claiming
that the West is engaged in a
war against Islam. This propaganda is false and its purpose is
to confuse you and justify acts
of terror. We respect Islam."
Hours after Bush spoke,
Iranian President Mahmoud
Ahmadinejad told the General
Assembly that the U.S. and
Britain were abusing the U.N.

GRAVES
From Page I
dead from sinking into the earth,
McMastersaid.
A walk through Oak Grove
Cemetery would reveal die reason for the namesof many of the
buildings on campus, Mosley
Mall isn't just where the writing
center is located—it is also the
last name of Edwin, a member
of die original University faculty who was buried in 1948.
Ilanna Mall becomes Mynia
Reece Haruia. die first woman
to become a member of die
General Assembly from V\bod
County. And Wooster Street isn't
simply how sntdents get to the
bars — it's lohn C. Wooster, the
first mayor of Bowling Green.
Until 1998, diere was a mausoleum on die University campus located just west of the
cemetery, die building had 38-1
crypts. The residents were reburied, mostly in Oak Grove
Cemetery, when the mausoleum was torn down.
Although Susan Morrison,
junior, doesn't think she'd want
to be anywhere near a mau-

SAKCHAIIAUI I IHEBGWtV
KICKED OUT: Thai monk walks past Thai soldiers near Government House in Bangkok. Thailand. Thailand's military overthrew Prime Minister Thaksin Shinawatra in a coup mounted
overnight without firing a shot, amid mounting enncism that the popularly elected leader had undermined democracy The coup leaders put the country under martial law yesterday,
ordering the stock exchange, schools, banks and government offices to remain closed and declaring a provisional authority loyal to Thailand s king.
insurgency. Many people were
surprised, but few in Bangkok
seemed disappointed.
A few dozen people raced
over to the prime ministers
office to take pictures of some
20 tanks surrounding the
area _ many with yellow ribbons tied around their bar-

Security Council to achieve
(heir own ends, lie described
Iran's disputed nuclear activities as "transparent, peaceful
and under the watchful eye" of
UN. inspectors.
Ahmadinejad was also critical of the U.S.-led war in Iraq,
declaring that "the occupiers
are incapable of establishing
security in Iraq" and that every
day hundreds of people are
killed "incold blood."
Bush's address earlier in the
day was the latest in a series ol
speeches on the war on terror,
linked to last week's fifth anniversary of the Sept. II attacks
and aimed at setting the tone
for the final weeks of U.S. elections that will determine control of Congress.
Bush said pas) stability In the
Middle Kast has been achieved

soleum, she said she doesn't
mind the serenity die cemetery
brings
"Sometimes if I have a long
break on campus and it's not
bad out, I go into the cemetery
and read or get out tin laptop
if I have it," Morrison said. "I
know it seems a little strange,
but it's so peaceful"
Though die cemetery is a
look into the past, one might
question what is in store for the

future of the cemetery
Tim Hammer is the sexton for Oak Grove Cemetery
and is responsible for the
care and upkeep of the property. Hammer said there are
approximately 800 more
plots to be sold and that, the
cemetery could be full in 10
to 15 years.
"The city is not figuring on
starting to re-bury in old cemeteries," Hammer said. "And
at this time, there are no further plans."
Knowing this, students who
typically daydream on their
way to Olscanip Hall should
take a second to realize tliat the
small piece of land holds a link
to the past and a space for die
future — for at least a decade.

Included: GAS, HIGH Speed Internet and Private Shuttle

Gas Bills

stacking up?

Kick them aside B
let ue foot the bill!
• 1 and 2 Bedroom Apartments
- 2 Swimming Pools
■ 3 Laundromats

• 6,9 or 12 Month Leases
• Plenty of Resident & Visitor parking
• 24 hour Emergency Maintenance
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said it was uneasy about the
military takeover and hopes
political differences can be
resolved through democratic
principles. "We are monitoring
the situation with concern," a
Statement said. "We continue
to hope that the Thai people
will resolve their political dif-

rels to reflect the color of the
anti-Thaksin protests. "This is
exciting. Someone had to do
this. It's the right thing,* said
Somboon Stikheviriya, 45, software developer snapping pictures of the armored vehicles
with bis cell phone.
The U.S. Slate Department

"My country desires peace. Extremists in
your midst spread propaganda that the
West is engaged in a war against Islam. This
propaganda is false... We respect Islam."
'.

BUST

at the expense of freedom, and
he disputed critics who claim
his push for democracy has
destabilized the region.
"I lie reality is that the stability we thought we saw in the
Middle last was a mirage,"
Bush told the more than 80
prime ministers and presidents
assembled in the cavernous hall
of the U.N. headquarters.
"For decades, millions of men
and women in the region have
been trapped in oppression and

TRIAL
From Page 1
Prosecutors had earlier asked for
al-Amiri to be replaced after he
allowed Saddam to lash out at
Kurdish witnesses in court.
The change could revive complaints that the government is
interfering with the trial in the
hope that Saddam and his codefendants will be convicted
quickly. Saddam faces a possible
death penalty if convicted on
genocide charges over the Anfal
military offensive against Iraqi
Kurds in the 1980s.
In Saddam's first trial — over
alleged atrocities against Shiites
in the town of Dujail — the chief
judge stepped down halfway
through the proceedings, saying
he could no longer put up with
criticism from officials who said
he allowed too many courtroom
outbursts by Saddam and his codefendants.
I le was followed byafartougher judge who repeatedly threw
defendants and defense lawyers
out of court.
A verdict in the Dujail trial is
expected Oct. 16.
Al-Amiri presided over the latest session of the current trial
Tuesday, in which Kurdish survivors of Anfal recounted the bombardment of their villages by the
Iraqi military.
One
witness,
Iskandar

I President
hopelessness. And these conditions left a generation disillusioned and made this region
a breeding ground for extremism."
While
praising
Bush's
freedom refrain, Madeleine
Albright, secretary of state
under President Clinton, said
in an interview that the U.S.led war in Iraq, not democratic
reform, has destabilized the
Middle East.
Albright said the Bush admin-

Mahmoud Abdul-Rahman, a
major in the Kurdish security
force, testified that an attack
on his village began on March
20, 1988, when Iraqi aircraft
appeared in die sky.
"W'edropped to the floor; white
smoke covered us, it smelled
awful," Abdul-Rahman said. "My
heart raced. I started to vomit. I
felt dizzy. My eyes burned and I
couldn't stand on my feet."
He said he was treated at two
hospitals in Iran, and lost consciousness for 10 days.
"The doctors were frequently
giving me injections and medication, including eye drops. They
cut the burned skin with scissors," he said, adding that his
eyesight remains poor.
Abdul-Rahman then removed
his blue shirt. There were several
dark scars, each about 8 inches
long, on his back
Saddam's chief lawyer. Khalil
al-I)ulaimi, and prosecutor
Munqith al-Iaraon approached
the wiuiess to take a close look.
Saddam and six other defendants arc on trial for alleged
atrocities against Kurds during
Operation Anfal, a crackdown
on Kurdish guerrillas in the late
1980s. The prosecution alleges
some 180,01X1 people died in the
campaign, many of them civilians killed by poison gas.
Saddam and his cousin
"Chemical" Ali al-Majid are
charged with genocide, and the

ferences in accord with democratic principles and the rule
of law."
lapan and New Zealand
criticized the coup. Australia
used stronger language, saying
il was concerned (o see democrat "destroyed."

istration has not carried out its
democratic initiative with uniformity. It denounces autocratic
nations that are unfriendly
toward the United States, then
casts a blind eye to autocratic
nations that are allies, she said.
She mentioned Kazakhstan,
whose leader will be honored at
the White House Sept. 29, and
Egypt.
On the sidelines of the meeting, Bush firmly denounced Iran
lor defying U.N. Security Council
demands to freeze its uranium
enrichment work and engage in
talks to resolve the standoff over
its nuclear weapons ambitions
"Should they continue to stall,
we will then diSCUSS the consequences of their stalling." Bush
said in an apparent reference to
possible U.N. sanctions.

"We dropped to
the floor; white
smoke covered us. It
smelled awful."
Abdul-Rahman | Witness
others are accused of various
offenses. All could face death by
hanging if convicted.
Two other witnesses also testified Tuesday, repeating allegations of abuse in the crackdown.
Haouf laraj Abdullah, a 55year-old farmer, told of poor living conditions and a shortage of
food in a detention camp in the
northern city of Irbil.
"The people of Irbil tossed
food over the barbed wire." said
Abdullah.
He said he was moved to
another camp, where he was
separated from his 2-year-old
son and his wife, who later gave
birth in her prison cell.
"When I went to see her, 1
found out that my newborn baby
had died," he said.
Abdullah said 28 people were
killed in attacks on his village.
A third witness,
Ubeyd
Mahmoud Mohammed, said 70
people, including his wife and six
children, were killed by an attack
on his village March 22,1988.

CAMPUS
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Business graduates top
of class in cheating
By Stacey Burling
MCT

area business schools have
been beefing up their ethics
education.
Penn State is trying out a
PHILADELPHIA —When it
comes to cheating in grad- business school honors code
uate school, a new study this year as pan of its attempt
finds that MBA students to foster a "community of
honor and mist," Trevino said.
arc the champs.
A survey of 5.331 sin
"We're really trying to do a culdents at 32 graduate schools ture change and embed this."
in the United Slates ,111.1
lo discourage cheat*
Canada found an "alarming" ing. Temple University's Fox
amount of cheating across School of Business makes cell
disciplines, but more among phones and laptops off limthe nation's future business its during tests. Students are
leaders. Fifty-six percent of also told that computer softgraduate business students ware will check their papers
admitted they had cheated for plagiarism, said Debbie
at least once in the last year, Campbell, assistant dean for
compared with 17 percent "i undergraduate programs.
When asked about the
non-business students.
The students, who were study, the University of
surveyed between 2002 and Pennsylvania's
Wharton
2004. told researchers from School pointed to its ethic
Pennsylvania stale, Rutgers code, which forbids students
and Washington Stale turner from using "any dishonsities that the most important est method to gain an unfair
reason lor cheating was thai advantage over other students
they thought that other stu- in academic pursuits."
dents were doing il.
At St. Joseph's University,
"People tend to do vvhat they the Academic I lonesty Board,

JORDAN FLOWER

think other people are doing,"

Trying to give back to the country through ROTC

said Linda Klebe Trevino.
(me Hi the researchers and a
professor of organizational
behavior at Penn state's Snteal
College (it Business. "The fact
that other people are doing il
creates an environment where
this is normative."
I he Study asked about 13
different types of cheating,
ranging from copying a classmate's test answers t<> lifting

AT EASE: Members of the BGSU Air Force ROTC practice drilling inside Eppler South Hall. One of the building's open gyms echoed with
the sounds of formal marching and foot stomps while members continually went over what they knew

U.S. Pizza Team gets saucy for
world championship in Italy
ByErmAilworth
MCT

"Pizza is like a blank

ORLANDO, Fla. — When trying
out for the U.S. Pizza Team, the
recipe for success is simple: Be
one with the dough.
That's how Chris Balthrop,
31. wowed the judges at the
dough-tossing tryouts for
the 2007 team, which took
place recently at the Florida
Restaurant & Lodging Show at
the Orange County Convention
Center in Orlando.
It's all in the flick of the
wrist, Balthrop said as he
practiced with a rubber round
of faux dough before taking
the stage for a demonstration
with his new teammates. They
will travel to the World Pizza
Championship in Italy later this
year to show off their skills — a
mix of break dancing and juggling with floury dough.
"The main trick is called the
whip: Throw it (the doughl up
and catch it underneath it," said
Balthrop, who works at Lupis
Pizza PicsinChattanooga.Tenn.
"That's where it all starts."
Forpizzachef lason Samosky,
the secret to his first-place finish was in the spices.
ludges sampling pie slices
during the baking competition called Samosky's use of
cheese, avocados, artichokes
and grape tomatoes a "tidal
wave" of flavor.
"This stuff cost me S35 an
ounce," the chef from Valley
City, Ohio, joked of the basiloregano mix he sprinkled on
his "Heartocado" pizza.
"HewasonOBT.andhepicked
it up cheap," said competitor
Eric Lippman of Cypress, Texas,
his tongue firmly in cheek.
"I wanted to win," Samosky
quipped.
The competitions were sponsored by PMQ Pizza Magazine,
a trade publication from Oxford,
Miss. Co-publisher Linda Green
laughed as she described most

canvas, and you have
so many artists that
do different things."
Linda Gteen | Pizza Magazine

people's reactions to finding
out about the U.S. Pizza team.
"I hey scratch their heads,"
she said. But most quickly catch
the fan fever.
"Pizza is a universal food,"
Green said. "Pizza is like a blank
canvas, and you have so many
artists that do different things."
Self-described "well-known
pizza guy" Ed Zimmerman
agreed. But he still prefers his
pizza naked.
"Pizza is really personal,
said Zimmerman, the president
of Success Foods Marketing in
Novato. Calif. "You have to look
at pizza plain ... toppings really
mask the flavors of crust and
cheese and sauce — the real
guts of the pizza."
Knowing a good pizza isn't
just about the taste, however.
PMQ culinary editor and baking-competition judge Evelyne
Slomon said she also looks at
the crispness of the crust and
the gooeyness of the cheese.
"It hits all the buttons — just
ding, ding, ding," Slomon said
of knowing when you've tasted
an exceptional pie. Added fellow
judge Ed LaDou, owner of Caioti
Pizza Cafe in Los Angeles: "It's
like fireworks in your mouth. It
just feels right."
And oh, how Eric Lippman's
steak-and-potato
pizza
felt right to Norma Amalia
Fernandez de Miccio, a spectator, who owns a gelato business in Sarasota, Fla.
"Very rich, the pizza," she
said in Spanish, sighing and
closing her eyes as she went in
for a bite.

F PrefeiEd
Properties Co.

Howes That Feel Like Homes
www pr9l0rr9dprop9rti9teo.COm

MAKE YOUR HOMI AT:
• Fox Run Aprs.
• Mini Mall Apts.
• Piedmont "Under Renovation" • Triplex
• Updated Birchwood
• Houses
■ small pets allowad
See txir website or
all for more details

GREAT
AFFORDABLE
RATES]

SPACIOUS
BEDROOMS

sentences from the Internet

without attribution.
The results come amid a
glowing list of corporate ethics scandals, including faulty
accounting to boost earnings,
and, more recently, the back
dating of stock options grants,
a tactic thai makes executive pay even more lucrative.
While there is no proof that
students who would cheat on
a lest might later cheat stockholders, the researchers said it
made sense that people who
would bend one rule might
bend another.

Another convention-goer,
Rebecca Gessncr, was just as
excited.
"This looks much better
than the pizza I used to make
at Chuck E. Cheese's," said
Gcssner, 27, a former chef from
Clearwatcr, Fla.
Not all the dough at the
pizza competitions was edible,
however.
During the pizza-stretching
portion of the day, competitors
spread their dough as wide .uul
round as they could across the
stage floor.
"When you're competing,
you're in your own little world."
said competitor Roger McColly
of Upper Sandusky, Ohio. It's
just you and the dough."

In light of the scandals,

OFFICE HOURS

TODAY
All Day
COLOR: Ten African
American Artists
Dorothy Uber Bryan Gallery

Texas Holdem Registration
Student Union Info Center

1:30-" :
Master Class: Jean-Marie
Londeix & William Street
Bryan Recital Hall

■

Lecture: The Saxophone in
20th-century Music
Kennedy Green Room. Moore
Musical Arts Center

Council Presidents Dinner
Founders

which hears complaints about
cheating, has proposed that
the school form a commission
whose vile job would be to
promote academic Integrity,
said Bill McDcvilt, a business
law professor who is chair

Employer Job Search Panel
Discussion
101A Olscamp

tnanoT the board.
Several studies have found
that undergraduate business
students are more inclined
to cheat than others, but
this is the first to report on
graduate students at multiple schools, Trevino said.

Fall 2006 Film Directors
Series: Jim Jarmusch

1 he study, released Monday,

William Street, saxophone.
& Roger Admiral, piano

has been accepted for publication by the Academy of
Management learning and
Education, she said
In the graduate-school
survey, business students
were more likely than students in different fields to
work with others on written
assignments when they bad
been told explicitly to work
alone, and to use "cut and
paste plagiarism," or snippets of uncited information
from the Internet.

Gish Film Theater

Bryan Recital Hall

BGSCEC first general
meeting
112 BA
9p.tn

College Democrats
Informational Meeting
114 BA

BRAND NAME CLOTHING

OUTLET SALE
FAMOUS LABELS
40-60 OFF

Management Inc.
Running Specials
2006/3007

Call 353.5800
Visit Online
www.cneccabg.com

-

STORE PRICES

MEN'S & WOMEN'S
DESIGNER BRAND JEANS

Management Inc.

Designer Fashion Tees, Men's Polos, Shorts,
Sparkle Clubwear, Loungewear, Fashion
Jewelry, Bohemian Skirts & Tops and more
(sorry, can't advertise the brands)

Hillsdale Apis.
1082 Fairview Ave
2 bdrms / 3 bdrm Twnh
Dishwasher
Garbage Disposal
Air Condtlion/Washer/
Dryer in 2/3 bdrm.
Carports
BGSU Bus Shuttle

Management Inc.

fafevlcM FVicve*

Findlav Pike Apts.
111/113 FindlayPk
Portage On
LARGE 3 & 2 bdrm Apts
Garage for I vehicle
Startng at $475/mo
+ utilities
Moments from BG

for 60+h M*« $ Wo*^

Ballroom
inside
Bowen-Thompson
Student Union
Sept 18-20

Management Inc.
(■raceland
(Grad Students)
212S. Church
2 bdrm 1 bath I car garage
Air condition w/d hookups
Close to downtown

10am-8pm

• Indoor Htotid P»l
• RIVIV Rtnovoltd
• He* Iquipminl
• Sauna

Mon-Fril 812& 1 4 30
530 S Maple Sf 419-3SS-937S

W <J fir < »t«d» of r**\ * l*« itn rwtibnwd.

* FINAL DAY !! *

£«• CHERRYWOOD
HEALTH SPA
■rlillflie to

GET A LIFE
CALENDAR OF r_. EN

I

Bring in this
ad & receive

20% OFF

any single item. I
Limit one per customer.

|

OPINION

"We're waiting for the all-clear. In the meantime, Popeye the Sailor
Man and this family will not be eating bagged spinach."
- Dr. William Schaffner, chairman of preventative medicine at Vanderbilt University
on the E. coli outbreak in bagged spinach, from Time.com
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PEOPLE ON THE STREET Doyouworkonoroffcampus?
"I work on campus
at student support
services. I'm an office
assistant"
CRYSTAL
RICHARDSON. Senior,
hology

"Both. I work on
campus at the
Sundial and off
campus at Bob
Evans"

"On campus I'm
a peer facilitator.
Off campus I'm a
cleaning lady for
AZG research"

"I don't work"

TERRY MAY. Freshman.
Mechanical Design

ALECIA8ARRETT.

MITCH DUFFY. Junior.
Business

4k

. j> «*\
KATHERINE
^^■B KOPKOWSKI
■OPINION COLUMNIST

rhe Christian Coalition proudly
notes they are che "(anted and
most active conservative grass
roots poJhli al organization
in America." \ mote accurate
description for its Web site
would be the "largest force in
perpetuation ol misconceptions
about Christianity through condemnation and arrogance."
rhis may seem harsh, but the
Coalition's agenda speaks for
itself. According to its Web site,
ii-. current u>p issues Include
legislation protecting the words
"under God" in the pledge,
legislation allowing for church
prcwnodon of political candidates withoul losing tax benefits,
cutting contributions to the
United Nations, three legislative
initiatives relative to abortion,
two relative M television conteni
and one related to tax cuts.
i hr news source affiliated

with the Christian Coalition,
\gape Press (agape, ironical being the Greek word for
unconditional love), has recently
published a story warning
"conservative < luistians" not
lo do rease their alarm and
protest ova same-sex marriage
i he) also published an article
Monday, expressing concern for
the admittance ol Saudi transfer
students [who could potentially
be terrorists] into U.S. colleges.
HypotheticaDy, if a U.S. citizen had no information about
Christianity except brwhal the
Christian Coalition stands for,
the) would be led to believe lesus
was disgusted b) the perverse
world around him. Ilu-v would
probably believe lesus'highest
priority was (minting < mi tinImmoralit) he saw, and dealing
liarshKwith |X-opl('v\h(idi(l not

measure up to his standards
Its interesting to contrast the
(hristiant oaUtionsrhetoric to
the words and lifestyle of lesus,
lesus was a friend ol the lowly;
the people tejected by soctet)
and looked down uponbj the
"nligioiis' inenot his time.
In feet, when asked about the

greatest commandment, he did
not say "No same sex marriage!"
or "No abortions!" or "No wasting
tax dollars on social programs!"
i le said love.
I/IVCCKHI and love ix-ople;
period (Matthew 2237). In
fad he added dial every' other
law hangs on love. It's the pivotal point. These are the New
testament cliff notes. He was
saying "il you get nothing else.
remember love." I le repeats this
same concept so many times; it
cannot l>e missed or argued.

This movement ol people
and politicians who refer to
themselves as "conservative
Christians" (in and outside the
(joaUtion) who have taken pan
in bombing abortion clinics and
protesting outside the funerals
of soldiers who died fighting
for a country which "harbors
homosexuals" tire corrupting the
worlds view ol c Jhristianity, and
more importantly, of lesus.
Instead of having one finger
in the lace of die sinner and one
hand tightly wrapped around his
wallet, it's deal lesus would have
IK nil hands wrapped around
anyone and everyone lied meet

even Hill O'Reilly.
Thus legislation hanning
"immorality" would not be priority. Promoting public prayer
and allowing for displays of the
Ten Commandments would
also not be priority, lesus did not
force himself on others, or try
to play a role in politics. I le was
interested in relationships and
self sacrifice. So. it's clear, cutting
taxes going toward hiiinanitai
ian programs would not make
his list of initiatives,
[he title "religious right" Is currently used Interchangeably w Ith
"conservativeChristians," but it
would make more sense il the
use of the word "Christian" was
completely removed "Religious
right" makes sense. I his group is

certain!) religious,
Religious as in: dedicated to a
set of defined moialslield bya
group of ix-oplc. Hut the priority
is not love, so it's not lesus, so it's
not Christian. Maybeffttime
for the (jialilion lo think about a
name change.

Sen/comments to Knh&re Kopbmh at

today's People On The
Street? Or a suggestion for

' Fruitfulness' not a valid
reason against same-sex
marriages
I auien Walter, In her column
'Same-sex marriage defies
nature'' argues because marriage is a natural phenomena
arising separately from the
stale, the slate has no right to
regulate marriage.
Setting aside the fait the
naturalistic fallacy (saying
something is desirable by virtue of being natural). Lauren
is missing thai marriage is a
legal contract in the United
States, and therefore the govet nmenl does have the right to
alter marriage and has al several points in our history. The
government issues marriage
licenses die same way it issues
driver licenses.
I auien is also forgetting the
case of Loving V. Virginia, the
Supreme (!ourt case which
outlawed miscegenation laws.
Previously, many slates had
said interracial marriages were
not allowed. This case allowed
people from differeni tans
to marry each other. Similar
naturalistic arguments were
set forth to lustily miscegenation laws,
I'd also like lo look at

and a woman because it's

meant to be a "fruitful love."
\s i.i! as I know, fertility tests
are not required for a mari iage license, nor are married
women banned from using
Contraception. Nowhere tlo we
h.ue,i law requiring couples
to have children once they arc

married,
According to Lauren's logic,
an elderly couple or an infertile couple "may truly care
lor one another, but for them

in gei married would be contradicting the true nature of
marriage."
Marriage has no true
nature; if it did we wouldn't
see changes in marriage

throughout history.
Our government has
changed marriage in the past
and il can change marriage
again.
( in rim' Stagp, Junior.
English and Political Science,
cstagp9bpu.edu.

Opinions need to be based on logic
"li is better to keep your mouth
c li iseil and let people think you
are a fool than to open It and
remove all doubt," MarkTwaln
said; and based on Lauren
Waller'-, article on the stihject of
same sex marriage. I'm inclined
to agree
i nave always believed marriage Is .in act ol love, tnisi and
uiminitnu'ni. A public affirmation that here is die one person I
want lo spend the rest ol my lile
with. Mill according lo I .in len.
the couples must proclaim, "I will
love yon [...] fruilliilly."
Now. I am operating under
what was obviously Uuiren's definition of "fmitlul." in which the
husband is the hiological father
of the wife's children. I eft, for a
moment, take the same-sex issue
off die plate altogether. We've just

nullified half olthe marriages of
people I know
My aunt and unde wanted
children, but couldn't gel pregnant, (ne) .ne i urrenti) raising
two beautiful boys who have no
more sprung from herviiomb
than the boys'bus driver. Mm
they are not truly "fruitful."and
have no right to be married
\\ hat about my dad? I le married his current wife a lew years
ago and is raising her children as
his own. (he) considered having
a child together, bill ultimately
decided against it According to
you, there is no leason rhesetwo
people should l>c married (and
while I am inclined to agree with
you. iliiit has even, tiling to do

wtth my personal disUke of his
wife rather than any righteous
indignation over their lack of fruit
tiearing.
And let us not forget older
peopM Imagine, a (iO-year-old
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Advertising: 204 West Hall | Phone: (419) 372-2606

woman, how absurd the idea
oilier marrying when she is so
obviously beyond the age of
tnuttulness!
Audit Mill even In, to tell me
you only applied your fruity logic
in homosexual couples, well,
then, you just nullified that entire
point.
I ct's examine your second
point: We didn'l create it, thereline wecan not change it."
If only you'd been in charge for
am oi the nations most defining

moments!
taxation without representation? I ley, we didn't create it, it's
not for us lo change. Abolishing
slavery? Well, heck, slavery has
been around since die ancient
c Ireeks, who an- we to mess
with a system that works?
Women's right to vote? freedom
of religion? I low about allmving
women and blacks into college?
"We didn'l creale it, therefore we

cannot change it."
Well. Lauren, it looks like you
and I had better head back on
home. (lee. I sure hope no one
notices us reading and writing, it could bring shame lo our
liiniilics to have women act out
so! We'd best get back lo our

needlepoint and make sure our
fathers have no trouble finding a
suitable man for us to mam and
bear fruit foe
Seriously, I'm all for diversiiv
of opinion. I feel everyone has
a right to believe what they will
Bui if you're going to voice your
opinion and make a plcaloi vnur
case, I'm afraid I must insist you
have a logical, concrete argument lo back yourself up with.
Simply, if you're going to speak,
please, please, please think

before opening your mouth.
Wi&teisafcs/iran Thetmfkdnai
nupatBGSU
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a question? Grve us your
feedback at bqnews.com.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

I auren's argument that marriage must be limited lo a man

SARAH BALES I GUEST COLUMNIST

VISIT US AT
BGHEWS.COM

Have your own lake on

Senior. Psychology

esus message lost in translation

k

Appeal to 'hearts'
inscriptions' needs more
thought, research
I was a bit surprised by Lauren
Walter's reasoning in her
opinion piece in The BG News
yesterday, she claims marriage
is defined nol by the state but
by human biology and what is
inscribed in our hearts. That
makes il "natural," in contrast
lo same-sex marriage which
is not natural since it is not
revealed in human biology and
is not inscribed in our hearts.
According to the statistics
she quoted from the Pew
Research Center, 51 percent
opposed same-sex marriage
and 39 percent favored it. Does
she expect we should infer that
51 percent have her naturebased definition of marriage

inscribed in their hearts and
a full 39 percent have an
opposed inscription in their
hearts? If not. how does she
account for this difference?
Given these stats, it seems to
me that her appeal to human
biology and our hearts for a
definition of marriage fails
miserably. She should re-think
what is biological and what is
in people's hearts before she
proceeds dogmatically to tell
us what they are.
— Ron Harris, Faculty.
Dept of Math anil Statistics.
rharrls0bpu.edu.

Government more than
able to alter the concept
of marriage
In response to Lauren Walter's
column on same-sex marriage
and how she claims it defies
nature: I have to disagree on
the basis that marriage is not
a natural phenomenon, but a
societal construct.
Marriage does not exist in
the natural world, it's something humans created and
have adapted at various points
in lime to suit their needs.
Evidence of this can be
seen in the past (and currently in various places around
the world) where dowry is
taken by the bride's family
in order to compensate them
for the loss of a person who
might otherwise help to support the family.
Marriage is something
separate from sex, and so
aside from the fact that certain religious sects believe
sex should only be engaged in
under wedlock, it's important
to realize we do not live in a
society where a single religion
governs law.
In fact, we live in a society
where a person has the freedom to worship or not worship
any or no god as they see fit.
That said, to claim the
government doesn't have the
right to change the definition of marriage is ludicrous.
Our government issues the
very licences which grant
two people the label of being
"married."
This further supports the
point that marriage is very
much a societal construct.
Whether a church wants to
support the right for a gay or
lesbian couple to marry is up
to them, as they are separate
from the government, for
good reason.
However, this should not
disallow a same-sex couple
from being married in a justice
of the peace ceremony outside
of any church that disagrees.
Keeping same-sex couples
from enjoying the same liberlies that heterosexual married
couples enjoy is an outmoded,
homophobic concept that has
lasted too long.
Religion has no place in
government, contrary to what
many people think, and issues
of subjective morality like this
are precisely why we have and
need to adhere to our constitutional commitment to keep
church and state separate.
— Michael Lorsung, Alumnus,
mlorsung9gmail.com.

The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR «.
lo be (ewer than 500 words. These
are usually in response lo a currenl
issue on the University's campus or
the Bowling Green area
GUEST COLUMNS are longer
pieces between 400 and 500 words.
These are usually also in response
10 a current issue on the Universitys
campus or the Bowling Green area
The maximum number of submissions for columns is two per month.

POLICIES: Letters lo the Ediloi
and Guest Columns are printed
as space on the Opinion Page
permits. Additional Letters to the
Editor or Guest Columns may be
published online. Name, year and
phone number should be included
(or verification purposes. Personal
attacks, unverified information or
anonymous submissions will not be
piinted.

E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS as an
attachment lo th*iwws@bgnews.
com with the subject line marled
letter to the Editor" or "Guest
Column." Only e-mailed letters
and columns will be considered (or
printing All letters are subject lo
review (or length and clarity before
priming.
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the view o( Th* BG News.

NOT NEWS
YOU COULD TELL YOURSELF THAT ITS NEWS, BUT ITS JUST NOT.

THIS WEEK'S BAD JOKE
Q. What's the only thing as sharp as a vampire's fang?
A: His other fang.
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New organ transplant
restores manhood
I read a story about a man in
China receiving the world's first
successful penis transplant
earlier this week. Yes, this is a
true story.

JOSHBirlNER
HUMOR COLUMNIST

A 44-year-old Chineae man
suffered a horrific accident, and
doctors were forced to remove
his goods, basically ruining his
life, In all honesty, I probably
would have killed myself if it
had happened to me, but he
was apparently a stronger man
than I.
Doctor I lung Wang (ok, ok, his
name was actually Wcilie 1 lul.
a surgeon at a Chinese hospital
performed the 15 houropcralion, transplanting a four-inch
penis from a brain dead man to
the accident victim.
I lonestly, hadn't the guy suffered enough? first he has to
lose his manhood, and then they
give him a small one. He basically upgraded from a Chevette
toaYugo.
Weren't there any Mandarin
adult film stars who had recently died?
Who brings up the idea of a
penis transplant anyway? Was ii
the man's idea or the doctors?
Man without a penis: "Doc,
you've got to help me. What can

we dor
Doctor "Ilium, this is a hard
one to figure out."
Man: "Can they do trans

plants foi this type of thing?"
Doctoi: '( in lie again?"
Man: "Hopefully ... someday."
It seems like the surgery would
have been nerve wracking for
the doctors. I know that if I try
to hookup surround sound. I'm
nervous I'll miss a wire, let alone
pioneering obscure surgery.
\iul if .ill of this could not get
odd enough, the guy actually
had the surgery reversed two
weeks later making him the only
man in history to have his penis
removed twice.
Imagine having your mojo
removed, getting a new one,
and then asking that it be
removed again, ihal would be
like limnrj Stewart deciding to
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jump anyway at the end of "It's a
Wonderful Life."
I Inpefully lie had a 100 percent satisfaction guarantee with
the surgery so it didn't cost him
anything. The reason he had it
removed was because it was too
traumatic for him emotionally. I
can understand that.
It would be scary to go to the
bathroom and look down and
know that it used to be someone
else's genitals. It's not like he lost
a finger, he lost his essence. It's
like a captain widiout his first
mate or my column without a
Toledo joke.
It's like an autonomous
entity down there. It does what
it wants, when ii wants. You
can practically talk to it. Its
basically Magellan's tale from
Eureka's Casde.
Mall the time, it wakes up
before we do. It's like, "I ley
buddy, you're up early. What
do von say we go get some
breakfast?"
And in all seriousness, I do
feel bad for the guy. I can't
imagine losing Such a vital
organ. It would change everything. I say this in the hopes
that I don't get attacked later
by a disgruntled penisless man
angr\ about my column.
I in thermore, who would have
eve thought that die world's first
penis transplant would be done
by the (hinese? I mean, that has
us \ written all over it
In other news, the worlds
lii st ever brain transplant happened this week in Iblcdo when
a Polish man who recently died
had his brain donated In a III

student tripling the total intelligence of the university.
Josh (jbenner@bgsuedu) sells used
spleens on the blxk nwiel
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not news is
hiring writers
thenews@bqnews.com

JEFF ROOD

The Tech Trends series is an exploration
of the issues and trends affecting
information technology in the
university environment.
The series is sponsored by
the Information Technology Committee,
the Office of the Executive Vice
President and the Office of the Chief
Information Officer.

Best Practices in the
Use of Digital Video
Streaming Service in
Classes and Training—
A Panel Presentation
Thursday, Sept. 21
2:30-3:45 p.m., 113 Olscamp Hall
This Tech Trends offering will demonstrate the latest
developments in the DVSS services offered by WBGU.
Tony Short of WBGU will report on recent advancements
and Cheryl Joyce of WBGU will provide a demonstration.
A panel of expert users representing various disciplines
will share their experiences in using DVSS in their
classes and offer tips to faculty, staff and students to
use DVSS effectively.
Moderator:
Tony Short, director,
Television Learning Services. WBGU-TV
Demonstrator:
Cheryl Joyce, assistant director,
Television Learning Services, WBGU-TV
Panelists:
Melissa Spirek, associate professor, Journalism
Betsy Bunner, project director, AIDS education.
Health and Human Services
Rachel Vanatta, interim school director,
Leadership & Policy Studies
and associate professor, EDFI
Margaret Weinberger, instructor, Sociology
Discussion Leader:
Bonnie Fink, interim director,
Center for Teaching, Learning and Technology

1) oil of tki a oov*
JIM lEVASStllt)

Next Tech Trends:

Technology Trends to Watch
and the Long Tail
Chris Anderson, editor-in-chief, Wired magazine
Thursday, Oct. 26, 2:30 p.m., 101 Olscamp Hall
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MAKING STRIDES

Against Breast Cancer'
I American
.1.
Cancer
v
Society

FOCUS

ONE TOPIC. ONCE A MONTH. MULTIPLE PERSPECTIVES.
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THIS MONTH | DOING THE LITTLE (AND SOMETIMES BIG) THINGS

Everything, plus the kitchen sink

Rub a dub dub, scrubbing
the gum off the tub
JOHWN FlOWiO

Its the normal tree trimming
routine, give or take 30 acres
By Alaina Buzas
Reporter

For (he past 13 years, TinaDudlcy
has hekl two full-time Jobs, From
6 a.m. to 3 p.m.. Monday through
Friday, Dudley works as pan ol
the Grounds Maintenance! revi
at BGSU. But when the clock
strikes 3 p.m., Dudley sum lies

gears and returns to beingafuUlimcmom.

Every morning she works.
Tina Dudley leaves her Luckey,
Ohio, home just before ti. On
her way to BGSU, she calls her
13 and 7-year-old daughters to
make sine they're awake for
school. Because their mom is
gone before 6 tun* and their
dad works the late shift making

bumpers in Oregon. Ohio, the
girls have learned to set llieii
OH n alarms and get themselves
read) tor the day
Once she arrives on campus.
Dudley takes out the campus
trash.
Until 9 a.m. she empties (rash
barrels and cleans up litter.
Aflei she's finished, Dudley's
ne\t joh depends on the season.
During the summer, she mows
the lawns and edges, trims
bushes, and dean- the fountain
by the Administration Building.
In the fall, she's in charge of
keeping the grounds free of dead
leaves, and in winter. Dudley
GROUNDS | Page II

By Jane King
Reporter

[eresa Mayo loves her job.
Despite the physically
straining, dirty and sometimes
monotonous work, Mayo has

no complaints about it.
"I'm very proud of what I do,"
Mayo said. "Some people say,
'oh you're jus) a custodian,' but
it's an important thing
At 7:30 a.m., when most
students are still nestled in
their beds, Mayo is preparing
to spend a full day scrubbing
toilets and showers, sweeping, washing windows, mopping floors, cleaning up spills,
disinfecting must everything
she walks past and essentially
cleaning up the messes left
behind by residents in Kohl
Hall.

It ma) not seem like a desirable job to mam people
The cleaning ciew on
the Eastern pan of campus
includes just nine custodians

who lake care of all the fraternity houses. Rodgers I loll. Kohl
Hall and Founders to ensure
that students are living in a
healthy environment
Alter meeting with the rest
of the cleaning crew at 7:30
a.m. in the break room at
Rodgers Hall Mayo and four
other custodians grab their
cleaning supplies and head
to Kohl to get the classrooms

ready before 8 a.m.
By H a.m.. the crew splits up
and reports to their designated
areas Mayo heads to Kohl Hall

where she is in charge of all the
bathrooms on the third floor
and half of them on the second
floor.
This makes a total of 25
shower stalls that Mayo deans
each day.
Showers are the most time
consuming and she said it's
the worst part ol the da\.
See CUSTODIAN IV11

Road to a paycheck dotted with evaluations
PAY BY NUMBERS

By Brant Daggett
and Addie Curtis

When you compare the work

I do to those in Toledo, they are

Reporters

No matter what one chooses
as their profession, there will

always be some disagreement on
whether people think they are

being adequately compensated
for their efforts, and at BGSU the
feeling is not any different.
"1 he job market is tough here
and for what I do. I get paid well
and the benefits are comparable to what I was receiving at
my last job,'' said Sherri Long,
a librarian associate, who has
more than 20 years of experience working in libraries.
According to Executive \ Ice
President Linda Dobb, who
provides oversight in academic
support and human resources
and technology at BGSU, those
individuals working In end
service jobs — like janitors,
police officers and landscapes — have a complete benefits
package including health and
dental coverage, sick leave and
vacation
Civil service workers can
also receive a tuition waive! as
well as take 15 units of classes
a semester.
Even though some people get
paid more than others, whether
it's in administrative or civil

Administrative employees salaries are based on a "grade they
earn through evaluations. To see whos made what grade, visit
http://www.bgsu.edu/downloads/execvp/filelU84.pdf.
To see civil service employee salaries, turn to page 8

Grade

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
23
24

Maximum ($)
58.240
64.001
70.446
77.663
85.753
94.832
105.038
116.526
129.471
144.081
RACHELGREtNFiaOI IHESGrWrK

service jobs, Dobb sees ,i ple.is
ant atmosphere among the
employees
"There does not seem to be a

class system," Dobb said. "Most
people treat individuals with
respect, regardless if they are in
an administrative or civil service job."

Bui for every person that
thinks the pay scale at the
University is fair, there is probably someone to disagree.
"I've been here 20 years and
through pay raises I only make
$18 an hour,'' said Hill Harding,
an equipment operator for utilities and facilities

making $50,000 a year or belter. There are guys who are just
starting out and maybe .met
20 years they will make what I
make."
Harding said he had a system for how individuals in his

profession should be compensated.
I think the start off pay
should be $16 to 518, and those
who have been here as long as I
have should make $20 to $25 an
hour," he said.
Patrick Kelly, the classification and compensation analyst
in BGSU's Human Resources
department, said there are two
separate pay scales, one for
administrative workers and one
for civil service workers |See
charts accompaningstoryl
Those who hold jobs in
administrative positions at the
University — like professors
or the campus archivist — are
paid based on merit
According to Dobb, there
arc several ways individuals
are judged in order to receive
merit. For civil service positions, employees are evaluated
by their supervisors. The wa)
See SAURIES | Page 8
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On-campus cooks give lessons
in feeding a cast of thousand
By Amanda Gilltt
Reporter

each day at 6:30 a.m.
Kenyon also has the help

of Norrna Lybarger and Kath)
Everyone has heard of the cliche.
"If it's too hot to handle then get
out of the kitchen."
Well fol 29-year-old Brian
Kcnyon, one of two chefs at the
kicischcr Sundial dining center,
Its never too hot in the kitchen.
Kcnyon is the on-site cook
at the Sundial five days ft week
from 11:30 am until 8 p.m. For
those eight and a half long hours,
he prepares the varied dinner
options served 10 nearly 2,000

hungry Falcons daOy

Of course, he doesn't do all of
this alone. Shirley Ireewnnh is
the chef who takes on the morning heat of the kitchen, stalling
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All you need
to do is smile
and say 'hi'
It's amazing what little jobs
make the world go round.
lust this past Monday, The
New York Times ran an article
about Detroit's very own body
collector.
For $14 a corpse, this man
collects the Motor City's footprints as it trudges its way
toward the top of the nation's
murder rates.
A tragic and macabre tale,
yes. But consider the alternative.
We don't have a need for
body collectors at BGSU, but
there arc a lot of little things
that make our own world go
round.
This month's In Focus is
here for you to get a glimpse
into the work it takes to keep
this University running,
because like collecting bodies, there are things that just
have to be done.
The beer bottle you tossed

Bresslcr. who help him prepare
for dinner by heating up the
stove and pulling out the needed
food supplies.
He also has a numhei ol student employees and e\ en faculty
who do evervthing from stocking

shelves to mopping floors.
Kenyans toad to the kitchen
started seven years ago when he
was a student at BGSU studying
fora degree in (jcalivcW'riting.

like man) students on cam
pus. Kenyon needed a way to
make money to finance his
See SUNDIAL | Page 8

onio the lawn outside the
quad doesn't gel magically
swepl away Nor does the
vomit, deposited in the bathroom stall as a result of said
beer bottle, evaporate after a
few days.
We have stories lliis month
about the labor it lakes to clean
up our messes, but there's SO
much more that could have
been included.
Maintenance. Carpenters.
Treasurers.
Cashiers.
Secretaries. The lisi goes on
and on.
SUIT, sometimes the wind
will snatch a paper plate and
throw ii across campus, these
things can't be avoided.
But those small incidents
don't provide an excuse to
mess this place up. After all.
lots of us have to live here.
Who knows, maybe I'm
speaking to the choir. Max hi'
you pass by the janitor in your
dorm or the campus policeofficer on a bike with a wave.
Maybe you ask t hem how t hei r
day has been.
But if that's true, why is there
an article describing "toilet
paper dispensers pulled off
the walls" or boys (an accurate
term in this easel ignoring the
toilet altogether?
Men and boys alike, I think
you know how to aim.
Let's not forget there are
actual people that have to deal
with it when you don't.

FOCUS
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SUNDIAL
From Page 7
school fees.
He ended up gelling a job with
die dining services on campus.
There, Kenyon gained some first
-hand experience feeding hungry Students. During his years as
.1 student, Kenyon worked at the
c omnium, the Union and die
Sundial preparing and serving
meals throughout the day.
It wasn't until ihe chef position
opened up at the Sundial that
Kenyon actually considered turning passion to cook inlo a career.
With encouragement from the
staff, he applied for the job and
quickly became the new cook
Now, every weekday, Kenyon
comes in. greets his crew and
begins lo prepare dinner. As
cook, his responsibilities consist of preparing the menu and
notifying the crew of any meal
changes.

But most Importantly, he
makes sun' the kitchen doesn't
gel too out of control.
"I make sure the students do
their jobs thoroughly, and that
we make the food in a productive
m.inner."
Kenyon and his staff rotate the
Sundial's main entrees, trying to
make sura the same meal doesn't
gel served more than nine a

month,
"It might sound rather repetitious, hut every summer Shirley
and I sit down and go through
what meals are ihe most popular ... and what meals should be
scrapped," Kenyon said. "But,
ant new ideas are always welcome."
When il comes to dinner,
Kenyon has favorite meals he

looks forward lo preparing.
For example, he loves to boast
about his macaroni and cheese.
"The Sundial has a different
recipe than ihe Student Union
and il tastes a lot belter," he said.
His least favorite meals to prepare would be those thai require
an increased amount of pre|)aralion such as spicy chicken wraps,
hi in in is or fajitas.
Unfortunately, students lend
lo love those meals Ihe most,
Kenyon said.
"Usually the meals that Shirley
and I don't think we will need an
abundance of are the ones they
gobble up" he said.
Othercmployeesareimpressed
with Kcnyon's work and ability lo
deal with pressure.
"He takes on a lot of heat and
still makes die Dial haw pride
for the best food on campus,"
said Linda lennard, a server at
the Sundial.
Scott I learing, another Sundial
employee said, "The cook is great
at what he does, he knows how lo
judge jusl how much lo make a
day, and always accommodates
ihe vegetarians."
Bui despite the praise Kenyon
receives, not everyone is perfect.
"One thing die cook could do
lo make prepararion easier is to
make up extra special orders."
I learing said.
As for his most critical sources
— the students — they mostly
agree that Kenyon does a great
job at providing a variety for
every student.
Kenyon said if he wen a student he would want the chef to
prepare the best food choices
possible. I le too was once a student so he knows how they feel
and wants anyone who has a
suggestion lo feel free lo drop
on by.
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DIRECTING TRAFFIC: Brian Kenyon tales chige in the Kreischer Sundial's kitchen.
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To play: Complete the grid
so that every row, column
and every 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9.There is no
guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve

"For me, this is one of the most accepting places on campus... I was never able
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to experience the teamwork or big family
Create and solve your
Sudoku puzzles for FREE.

that they provide for me here."
Brian Kenyon | Cool. Sund.ai Dining Center
He loves the tamily-like atmosphere widi his co-workers who
neve tail to Joke with him

"For me, this Is one of the most
accepting places on campus," he

said.
At my other places of employment I never was able to experience the team work or hig family
thai they provide for me here."
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Many roads to a job
By Megan Schmidt
Reporter

For more data on compensation, visit BGSU's Human Resources Web site at www.bgsu.edu/offices/ohr/compensation/index.html
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ees can earn four percent pay

SALARIES

raises—sometimes eight percent

From Page 7
faculty is reviewed lakes place
deparimentally, while administrative staff encompass various methods.
Salaries of civil service positions are regimented by the
stale of Ohio.
Following a 90-day probationary period, as well as an
evaluation alter 180 days on
the job, civil service employ-

In order to stay competitive,
surveys are sent out by BGSU
to universities and businesses
in Ohio to see how members
in their civil service jobs are
being paid.
Based on thai information, Human Resources can
determine il the employees at
the University are being paid
similarly to others in the state,
Kelly said.

Graduate
You deserve an UPGRADE!
^Studio a,
Summer, semester, or year leases
Low as $425 per month
Includes aB utilities
Laundry facilities

Slove. (ridge, microwave, 25" TV
Full cable W/HBO - $20/monlh
Outdoor pool use
Fully lumtshed

rn.'Stystwi]

Dusting, emptying garbage,
waxing floors — these aren't
fun jobs, but somebody has lo
do them.
And on a campus the size of
BGSU, these tasks require the
help of an entire set of maintenance and custodial workers.
But where — and how —
docs the University find the
people who keep grounds neat
and Ihe Union clean?
According to Leslie Fern,
c m p 1 oy mcn t /cm p I oy ee
relations specialist for the
University, the process of hiring enough staff to continue
the daily upkeep of the campus can be a "mammoth project."
Fern said she often conducts
as many as 35 lo 40 interviews
to Fill as few as 15 custodial
positions on campus.
Bui unlike most situations
in which one interviewer will
determine whether a person
gels the job, Fern is usually
one of several people who
will interview a potential
University employee.
"Everything is committeebased," Fern said of the hiring
process. "The decision to hire
a new custodian is not left up
to one person, it's up to the
committee."
That committee is generally made up of the potential
employee's would-be peers,
either working at the same or
slightly higher position level
in a job similar to the one for
which the employee is interviewing.
The reason behind committee-based decision making in
the hiring process stems from
the fact that the University is
a state institution accepting
stale funds, Fern said, and it
must abide by a sometimes
stricter set of rules concerning
who it employs.
"Our hiring process is
intense from a scheduling
perspective," Fern said. "It
poses its challenges, but that's
to be expected in higher education."
Additionally, the University
must follow state specifica-

"We don't just
throw bodies at the
positions."
Christine McKenzie | Branch
Manager. Supplemental Staffing
lions as to what job il can create, what jobs can be offered,
and even what duties those
jobs should entail.
For example, a "custodial
1" position may include light
dusting and garbage collecting, but a "custodial 2" position may include those same
responsibilities, plus additional duties such as managing lower staff or doing afterhours clean-up.
If employees feel they are
completing the daily tasks of
a higher position, they can
meet with Fern to negotiate a
change in title, which is often
accompanied by a pay raise.
The possibility lor promotion keeps staff members
around longer and as a result,
turnover isn't as high as some
may think for these positions,
Fern said. But promotion
isn't always the reason thai
employees choose to stay.
"Working at the University,
you get to be a part of an awesome culture," she said. "Our
workers are gaining broader
skill bases, experience and
most of all the opportunity to
reinvest in themselves."
Since 1997, the University
has had an exclusive contract
wilh Supplemental Staffing,
an employment agency, to
supply its temporary help.
Christine
McKenzie,
Supplemental
Staffing's
branch manager, said her
company's screening process
strives to provide a low turnover rate for the jobs it helps
the University fill, which range
from custodial to clerical.
"We screen candidates as
well as we can before we place
them out at the University,"
McKenzie said. "We point
them in other areas if they
don't seem to fit the job
they're applying for. We don't
just throw bodies at the positions."
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* Condominiums for rent!
Beautiful ranch style condominiums
$6507monlh plus utilities
Washer and dryer hook up
Quiet tenants desired
1or2Bedroom

Excellent location for BGSU faculty
Stove, fridge, dishwasher, disposal
Jacuzzi tub in some units
Den/Office m some unils
Central air

$25
I
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schedule an
appointment al

(419)494-1660

Kite flying is a
professional sport in
Thailand.
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SIDELINES

Weather limits golfers JLr
By Ryan Bort
Reporter

FOOTBALL
Anthony Turner
may be out this
week
In the football brief on Page
10 you can find all the latest
buzz about the Falcons.

The BGSU men's golf team finished third at its home tournament, the John Piper Invitational.
yesterday after ending Monday in
fourth place.
The Falcons shot a 304 and
then improved to a 294 on the
second day as they passed Ohio
University with a combined
score of 598. The only teams
to finish higher than BG were
Eastern Kentucky and Campbell
University.
BG had two teams compete,
an "A" team and a "B" team. The

"B" team was tied for fourth
with the "A" team after day one.
Although the "B" team was not
eligible to win the tournameni,
they finished in fifth place, losing
no ground after the first day
The tournament was scheduled for 54 holes but Monday's
weather forced it to just 36 holes.
This was just the second tournament for the team and both wore
shortened due to weather.
BG expected to make a run at
the leaders again but was unable
to achieve that goal. Had they had
18 more holes, the team believes
it may have accomplished it.
"It would have been nice to

"It would have been nice to play those 18
holes at home, it would have given us a
chance to come back some more."
Gary Winger | BGSU Coach
play those 1H boles at home, ii
would have given us a chance to
(ome hack some more but the)
were canceled due to the weather
just like last week." said coach
Garry Winger.
The Falcons improved from last
week's showing but still feel they
didn't play up to their potential

BG had two golfers place in the
top III With lace Walker finishing
fifth and Dan Mclntyre at ltlili.
Still the team wanted to finish
better than third and ultimate!)
wanted to Win,
"We had one person finish fifth
SeeGOLF|PagelO

PRO GOLF
Furyk and Tiger
may be a pair
The Ryder Cup might make
two of golf's best a team in

rush that couldn't lx- matched
outside of s[xirts.
Evidently, nol toomanypeople
share my childlike perspective ot
s|x>rts. Instead ot seeing sports as
a recreational activity, most people see sports as the multi-billion
dollar industry that it has become
Ram'obsession with different
athletes and teams has evolved
the idea ol sports to a point u here
athletes are celebrities and rival
i.uisoi the opposite sex are offlimits,
I'm not saying thai even aspect
ofmodem sports is bad Many
positives can be said about the
waj spons m this country are
operated, and if the tmihlx'lold.
"corproii/ing" sports is one of the
amazing stimuli ol our national
economy.

SCHEDULE
TODAY
Football:
vs. Michigan State. 4 p.m.

OUR CALL
On the way up
Frank Gore was a running
back who waited in the
wings due to injuries
behind some great
running backs at
"The U" This year he's got

But one complaint I have

214 yards and 3 TDs for
the lowly 49ers. Way to go
Frank.

On the way down
his fault, but its really hard
to run well when your team

REELING: Gavin Dozier fights off a defender for the Falcons. BG dropped both its weekend games one to OSU 2-0 and another to Wright State 4-1. The Falcons next challenge comes
today against Michigan State "We have to limit our mistakes because they will definitely punish us." said 8G Coach Fred Thompson

can't block well, pass well.

Falcons drop two games over weekend

or. play football
well. Hopefully
Williams won't suffer any longer but currently
he's averaging 2.6 yards per
carry. That's actually good
considering how bad his
team is.

Continue homestand against Michigan State
By Bill Bordewlck
Reporter

After doing more flying the
past month than most pilots
and flight attendants, the
BGSU men's soccer team finally
returned home to face Ohio
State in Columbus and Wright
State at Cochrane Field on
Sunday.
Unfortunately for the Falcons,
the Raiders were not exactly the
welcome home gift the Falcons
were looking for after their
meeting with the Buckeyes.
The Buckeyes toppled the
Falcons 2-0 and Wright State
handed the Falcons a resounding 4-1 setback.
The Buckeyes dominated
possession in the first half. The
Falcon defense faced 15 shots in
the first half alone.
"The first half wasn't a good

The List

half for us," said coach Fred
Thompson.
One of those 15 shots connected off the foot of OSU
junior forward Xavier Bale and
sailed past BG goalkeeper Paul
Shoemaker into the left portion
of the net.
The Buckeyes kept peppering
Shoemaker and eventually got a
penalty kick goal by him in the
19th minute.
The penalty kick was awarded
after sophomore defender/ mid fielder George Davis brought
Buckeye sophomore Danny
Irizarry down hard enough to
draw the foul inside the box.
The Falcons were unable to
get a shot on goal until the 25th
minute when leading goal scorer Ahmad Smith was able to get
a shot on net.
The Falcons had a few chances in the second half but were

not able to get anything on net
Sophomore lustin Kim and
junior Ryan Perea had chances
but nothing developed.
"If we could base gotten one
goal with about 10 minutes
left in the second half, it could
have been very interesting."
Thompson said
Alter l"ne games on the road,
the Falcons returned home to
face the Raiders ol Wright Stale.
Wright Slate's Kwaku Gyimah
got the scoring started in the
19th minute with his first goal
of the season.
Two minutes later the Falcons
responded with a goal from Kim
off Davis' corner kick.
The Raiders continued the
scoring spree in the 21st minute when freshman forward
Braden Fleek got by the defense
and was able to beat BG goalie
Paul Shoemaker. The goal was

"If we gotten one
goal with about 10
minutes left...it could
have been
interesting."
Free
Fleck's seventh goal of the season, which gives him the team
lead. Shoemaker was taken off
at half time due to an apparent Injun' and was replaced by
freshman Mark Scholz.
"The Wright State game
was unfortunate game as far
as how the score went. I think
there were a lot of things thai
we could have done better.'
SOCCER

[10

The BG News expresses
their feelings with the NFL's
five biggest Week 2 letdowns.

TE unhappy with role

1. Pittsburgh- They
win without Big Ben and
then can't even put up a
point against the Jaguars.
2. Miami-They follow
up their tough loss to the
Steelers by losing to the Bills.

3. Carolina- Steve
Smith was 45% of your
offensive output last year,
but they have other players.

4. Tampa Bay- This
was a playoff team last
season? They have scored
a whopping total of three
points this season.
5.StLoui$.-The49ers?
After a stellar 6 FG day, they
lose to a not-so-good team
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Dodgeball. huh?
From an early age, I was
always taught that sports were
supposed to lx' fun. I was a si n
cer defender from age 3 all the
waj tip through high school, and
I always had such a blast. \i it
because I thought thai there was
a four-year scholarship down
the line or because I thought
that some multi-motion dollar
contract would lx.' awaiting me
alter all of my athletic sunesses.
but because the ihrill of running
down the Held, preventing the
other team from scoring, and

meeting amazing blends was a

Irelnad this weekend.

Cadillac Williams, it's not

Dodgeball may
put fun back
into sports

By Tom Wither.
The Associated Press

BEREA, Ohio — KeUen Winslovv
didn't let any passes slip
through his hands on Sunday
in Cincinnati. On Monday, he
dropped a bomb.
Frustrated and confused at
not being on the field during
some key third-downs in a 3417 loss to the Bengals, Winslow
claimed he should have been a
bigger part of Cleveland's game
plan and blamed Browns coaches for a lack of imagination on
offense.
"Some of the coaches might
be holding us back a little bit,"
Winslow said. "We have nothing
to lose. I don't mean to try and go
behind their backs or whatever,
but we're 0-2, we have nothing
to lose, let's go.
"Let's air it out. Let's run the
ball. Let's make plays. Let's be
exciting."

Winslow, who finished with
four catches for -12 yards, didn't
identify any coaches, but the
tight end's pointed comments
appear to be directed at second-year offensive coordinator
Maurice Carthon, whose play
calling has come under fire.
Winslow said he has spoken to
Carthon about not being included in certain passing packages,
and can't figure out why the
Browns aren't keeping him in for
all of them.
"The Giants run the same system as we do," Winslow said.
"The Cowboys run the same
system as we do, (lason) Witten
and (Jeremy) Shockey are on the
field on third down, and I just
don't understand why I'm not
on the field sometimes. ... It's
very frustrating. We're losing and
I'm not on the field. I just don't
get itSee WINSLOW | Page 10

Corner out for year
By Tom With.n
The Associated Press

CLEVELAND—Browns cornerback Daylon McCulcheon
will miss the rest of the
season with a knee injury,
another blow to Cleveland's
depth
and
leadership
and more bad news for its
banged-up secondary.
The
33-year-old
McCutcheon returned to
practice last week for the
first time since undergoing
surgery on his right knee
in July. However, he hasn't
shown enough progress and
the Browns had little choice
but to place him on injured
reserve Tuesday.
I he dub also signed rookie nose tackle Babatunde
Oshinowo from the practice
squad to the active roster,
and signed wide receiver
Kendrick Mosley to the practice squad.

A third-round pick by the
expansion Browns in 1999.
McCulcheon has been one of
Cleveland's steadiest players.
I te and kicker Phil Dawson
are the only players remaining from the '99 squad.
McCutcheon was hauling
Leigh Bodden for a starting
jobintrainingcampwhenhis
knee began bothering him.
1 le had arthroscopic surgct \
on Aug. 2 and was expected
to be back for the regular
season, but McCutcheon's
knee didn't respond the way
he hoped.
He missed Cleveland's
opener against New Orleans,
and after he participated
in practice last week, there
was hope he would play in
Sunday's gameat Cincinnati.
But he wasn't ready and was
among the club's Inactive*.
The loss of McCutcheon
couldn't come at a worse
time for the Browns 10-2).

is s|x>rts are no longer tun.
Nowadays, mote credence is
given to the adulterous affairs,
tlie financial scandals and the
rbninal activities of athletes and
coaches overshadow the actual
games. An) more.il seems like
die actual scores of a given game
arc background noise to the i ither
stories thai surround collegiate
and professional sports,
Ih,II is. until now.
After one of my classes, I saw a
flyer on one of the kit isks around
campus The ih ei was advertising the newest club sport here on
campus. It's a sport that, until very
recently, I had never been able to
take seriously
like most people, w hen 1 hear
the word dodgeball, Images oi
the Chinese dodgeball extraordinaires from South Farkoi / S/W:
llic (kill) immedialek come It i
mind. I also cant help hut shake
the images of elemental} school
gym classes where the unpopular
kids would lx' wallowed Into the
back wall with an awe-inspiring
force.
But after investigating, 1 learned
that the BGSU Dodgeball club is
listed under the dub sports here
at the University Instantly my
view ol dodgeball changed.
I spoke with the president of
the lit iSI 11 )odgeball (Tub Mike
Fulton In the interview, Fulton
lei me know thai thisyeai they re
focusing on developing the club
asa way of playing tournaments
within BGSU, but the organizations goal is to expand the team
so that they can play at an intercollegiale level. Fulton also wenl
on to let me know that then- arc
actual governing bodies — similar to the American 1 todgebaO
Association of America — in
which UGMI DtxIgelMll Club
would most likely comply with.
Amazed? Yeah, I didn't think
you were... since well ova 120 of
you signed up .is members to the
new organization at the annual
(iimpusFest celebration.
(ertainlv. a part ol the interest
inlhelsGSUIxxIgehaTiCJubis
due to the success ol the movie by
die same name.
Bui perhaps the biggest tea
son dodgeball is so embraced
is due to tlie fact that it's not
really taken seriously (inild you
imagine seeing the results of a
dodgeball tournament covered in
Sportst enter? Do you realize that
Mienisolt Word X for Macs doesn't
even recognize "dtxlgeball" as a
real word. I mean, don't you find
il amazing that dodgeball is even
in the same section of the newspaper as. say, football and soccer?
Dodgeball isn't even a sport; it's a
game right?
DODGE
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FOOTBALL

Furyk likely to be teamed with Tiger
By Doug Ferguson

Partridge Makes Stellar
Comeback

The Associated Press

great boost for BG last week. He hauled

STRAP! \Y Ireland—On papa
ami iii person, the) look nothing

in five catches tor 79 yards and returned

alike.

two punts as well for 20 yards against

tiger Mbods Is sheet power,
from his 12 major championships and 63 titles worldwide to
his acclaim as the richest athlete
and one ol the most reiiigni/-

The return o( Corey Partridge was a

Florida International.
Yes it's pretty big Corey is a proven
player." said BG coach Gregg Brandon.
"I like him back there as a punt returner
:hink that is very important for
us "It is very encouraging, be played well
down at Miami and now the key is that he
sustains That."
Partridge was missed in the first two
games His play last year had some people
-'•at successor to
Charles Sharon's and Steve Sanders' legacies Partridges first career game for the
Falcons was st>
Partridge caught eight passes for 160
yards and a touchdown in BGs 200S
opener against Wisconsin.
He also returned a punt for 98 yards
■ 'oniple and threw for a touchdown agamst Miami He finished the year
with 415 all-purpose yards.

Turner day to day
Unfortunately in Partridges return,
quarterback Anthony Turner went down
with what was specified as a separated
non-throwing shoulder. Brandon is not
sure how much time Turner will miss if
any
"He is day-to-day" Brandon said
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will see how he does tonight and see
the things he can do. "He separated it
when he hit the ground, and I don't know
exactly what grade it is. because they have
different grades on how bad."

able laces in the worid
lim I link is a U.S. Open
champion who grinds at his
gnli and is recognized onf) bj
his swing, which is not always
a compliment \n analyst once
clesii Ibed it .is an octopus tailing
out nl a tree.
Woods' reputation is the lone,
ball
Furyk is so accurate he can aim
at Stripes led by a lawn mower.
But thej almost certainly will
be partners in this Ryder Cup, a
combination thai makes sense
only to them.
\\e have some similarities,
we have some differences and
we get along pretty well.'' Furyk
said luesdav "We partnered well
at the Presidents Cup I here's no
promises, obviously, hm hope
fully that continues, I enjoy playing golf with him, and I'm excited
becauselfedthafsgoing to happen this week,"
Woods and i iirvk were
together at The k Club during
the tiist practice session leading
to the start of Fridays matches,
which was no surprise. U.S. captain Ibm I ehman saw how they
played at the Presidents Cup
in Octobet
a 2-0-1 record in

team play . and listened to their
requests that they be partners
again.
I heir success is crucial to an
American team that has lost four
ol the last live times in the Ryder
Cup.
for all his greatness in the
majors, Whods has been nothing more than ordinary in the
Ityrier Cup Even more surprising
than his 7-11-2 record is thai he
rarely contributes anything on
the opening day, which sets the

tone tor these matches,

PnESMOBRISOHl WPHDI0

Woods is 1-7 on Fridays at the
Ryder Cup, riding an ugly streak
of seven straight losses
Furyk isn't much belter.
He has shown his grit in singles
b> going unbeaten in four Ryder
( ups, usually' against l.uropc's
strongest players, whether its
Nick Faldo or Sergio Garcia. But
he is l-ll-l in team matches.
"Ynu wanl your Ix'st player to
go out there and play well the
Iii si day and make a statement,"

Furyk said
I hat was hardly die case last
time.
U.S. captain Hal Simon made
his own statement by teaming
Woods with Phil Mickelson, creating unity that ranks right up
there with oil and water. They
rarely spoke, barely smiled
and lost both their matches as
Europe went on to its largest victory ever.
Woods usually gets his way,
hut the world's No. I player had
to wait a couple of years to get
this request.
I le was in the locker room at

KILLER COMBO: Jim Fwyk. II team up with Tiger Woo* as the U S tries lo pick up a
victory in the Ryder Cup

Firestone in L'IKI:( going ova a
long list of partners in the Ryder
Cup and Presidents Cup that
was about ro grow even more.
lie had already hail 11 partners
in Sve events.
"You know who I'd reaDy line
lo play with? lim Furyk." Woods
said thai day. You can't believe
how lough Ihisguyis."
I le didn't gel him at the '03
Presidents Cup and in Ryder
Cup, and almost didn't get him
last year in the I'residenls (rip.
U.S. captain lack N'icklans considered pulling Woods and
\lii kelson together again for the

good of the event
Instead, Woods gol Ins man.
Furyk was injured that week
with a pulled muscle in his ribs,
the pain so severe that he had
to lie on his stomach with his
shirt off while therapists worked
on him. Woods also was injured,
getting his hack iced between
shuts, yet they pulled out a 3-

and-2 victory. They played twice
more and won both, giving the
II \ team a big lift.
Woods rarely has looked so
happy at a team event as he did
thai Sunday evening after the
Americans won the Presidents
(:up. As everyone charged across
the lHtb green lo celebrate the
winning putt, Woods and Furyk
stood lo the side with their
wives, i Tin and Tabitha. Woods
draped his arm around Funk's
shouldel
"I finally found a partner," he
said.
More than anything, he might
have found a soul mate.
I heir mutual admiration took
root at Firestone In 2001 when
they engaged in an epic battle.
Woods overcame a two-shot
deficit to lone a sudden-death
playoff thai lasted seven holes
before Woods put Puryk away
with a par in the World Ciolf

Championship

Redshirt freshman quarterback Freddie
Barnes filled in well during the FIU game
just as lie did m the Falcons' first game

Paterno knows the challenge 0SU brings

agamst Wisconsin. Barnes matched Josh
Hams 2001 feat of throwing, receiving
and rushing for a touchdown in the game

By Genaro C. Armas
The Assonated Press

He has filled in wherever he has been
needed thus far and is among the nation's
elite freshman.
"The last couple of games Anthony
and I have just tried to provide leadership." Barnes said "I like it better when it
is the two of us. but it was my job to get
us home"

Defense is better than
advertised
BGs defense has been much better than
the 105 points its allowed might suggest
The Falcons have oulgamed their opponents m yardage. 1274 to 896. They have
been able to amass more than 82 yards-pergame more than their opponents on the

ground
That is a vast improvement from last season when the Falcons opponents outrushed
them by more than 50 ypq
BGs defense had three interceptions
against FIU. and now have four thrs year.
Two of the interceptions were by Jerett
Sanderson Sanderson fittingly received the
Mid-American Conference East Player of
the Week

STATE COLLEGE, Pa - lust
thinking about Ohio Slates
offensive weapons is enough
to make I'enn Stale coach loc
Paterno talk about seeking
divine Intervention.
The lop-ranked Buckeyes Ct-

tn have a pair ol Helsman hopefuls in mobile quarterback hoy
Smith and receiver led Glrui lr.
locus on stopping them, and
wiileour Anthonj Gonzalez or
tailback Antonio I'illinan might
heat you.
"What do you do? Vbu go In
there and pray," Paterno said.
"YOU got a good prayer lo Si.
Judc lor hopeless causes 01
something?''
The Buckeyes have rolled up
■126.7 yards per game this season and are potent through the
air and on the ground. Making
mailers worse for \o. 24 I'enn
si,He in the Big fen opener
for both teams, the Buckeyes
defense 1- giving up just 8.7

points a game.
That one-two punch means
less room for error for the
Nittany Lions (2-1), who have
been hampered by mistakes
at times this season. Against
Ybungstown State last week, ihe
Lions didn't get on the board
until midway through the second quarter after their first two
drives stalled inside die 40, and
another ended with a missed 30yard held goal. A couple of long
kick returns by Derrick Williams
were negated by penalties.
"It's a big challenge for us as a

(letting the run going against
Ohio State ma] help open the
passing game loi the Lions' Meet
of speedy receivers and quarterback Anthony Morelli, making his fourth start. Penn States
offensive line has allowed just
two sacks.
"I think they'll get challenged
ibis week." Paterno said. "(Ohio
Slate) has a lot of quickness and
a couple well-conceived blitz
games."
Paternoreliesi in soi 1 levoungsters in his lineup, though three
sophomores — Williams, wide

team, and a big opportunity for

out Deon Butler and cornerback

us ID prove some things," said
senior tailback Tony Hunt, who
ran tor 143 yards and a score
last week.
Soothing Patemo's concerns
might he the improvement of
Hunt and the offensive line,
which helped the learn gain 389
rushing yards, although that
was against the Division l-AA
Penguins. That followed a solid
rushing performance against
Notre Dame.

Justin King —\ made star turns
as freshmen. They played in the
17-10 win over the Buckeyes In
Octobei at Beaver Stadium that
propelled Penn Stale 10 a share
of the Hig Ten title and spoiled
Ohio Slate's national championship aspirations.
Patemo's youngsters also
have the humbling big-game

experience ol getting routed ai
No. 2 Noire Dame two weeks
ago.

BOWLING GREEN'S
NEWEST APTS.
Sign today and receive lower rates!
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• No Application Fee
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No Security Deposit

FKE Pool Uot tub
FREE Tanning
FREE Internet
FREE Fitness (enter
FRK Private Shuttle
FREE Washer & Dryer
FREE Computer Lab
FREE Sand Volleyball
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DODGE
From Page 9
Before you think I'm trying to slight dodgeball, think
again. The fact that dodgeball
isn't taken as seriously by
major media oudets is a good
tiling Why? Because whereas
professional football grossing
so much money that it can be
considered its own sector of
the economy is a good thing
the fact that dodgeball is all
about competition, exercise
and excitement is even better.
As to whether dodgeball is a
sport, well, I imagine anything
that requires a gymnast's agility, a football player's strength
and a golfer's precision seems
like a sport to me
Fulton and the BGSU
I )i Klgel rail Club are on to
something Already, I'm excited
to see what kind of action can
be expected from a semi-prolessioual dodgeball match.
And what better way to feel
about an event than drooling anxiety? My hat goes off
to the new organization, and
perhaps, a new way of looking
at sports.

GOLF

Nittany Lions into Ohio Stadium for a game

From Page 9

CAROLYN KASTER I APPH010

-nake 01 break their yeai Penn
State is 2-1 on the season.

"I don't know how much benefit you get out of getting your
ears kicked ill. except for the
Fact that you learn that you can't
turn the ball over," Paterno said.
"You just try to build on the fact
that if we just have patience,
hang 011I0 the ball and don't
make dumb mistakes, we will
be competitive"

WINSLOW
From Page 9
Winslow's critical comments
came as the Browns were assessing llteir second shoddy performance in a row while awaiting
Mill results on cornerback Gary
Baxter (pectoral muscle) and
running hack Reuben Droughns
(shoulder).
Against the Bengals, the
Browns were victimized by
dropped passes by wide receiver Braylon Edwards, two interceptions and a supposedly
Improved defense that failed to
slow quarterback Carson Palmer
and Cincinnati's offense.
The Bengals racked up 27 first
downs, 1W) yards rushing and
another 321 in the air.
Before Window matter-offacdy gave his opinion on what's
ailing the Browns, Cleveland
coach Romeo Crennel said
Ihe team would "cut back" on
assignments for certain players
this week in hopes of getting better consistency from them.

and you need at least one person to place that high to do well
as a team, "Winger said.
The team was disappointed
they were unable to defend
their win last year and believe
they could have done better.
They had an advantage playing
at home and being comfortable with the course so they
expected to win according to
Winger.
"The team that won | Eastern
Kentucky! had never played
there before. It was their first
time seeing the course and I
was disappointed to watch
them come in and beat us,"
Walker said.
"The positions we were in at
the tournament made it hard
for them to take advantage of
playing on their home course,"
said Dan Mclntyre.
He added that playing at
home brings a comfort with
knowing the course and where
you can be long or wide on
your shot. However when you
put yourself in an unfamiliar
scenario you lose your advantage.
"For some reason we put
ourselves in bad situations
today that we don't in practice,"
Mclntyre said.
The Falcons think they
improved a little bit from last
week evident in higher individual placing and a lower team
score. But they arc positive they
are stUl capable of doing better.
"There are always areas to
improve as a team," Mclntyre
said. "Wfe are better than third
place."

'

Birch Run Golf Club
Only 10 Minutei from Campus!

Office Hours:
Mon-Fri: 8:30dm-/pm.
Sat: lOam-ipm
Sun: lipm-ipm

From Page 9
Thompson said.
The Raiders would go on to
score two more goals. Scholz
recorded eight saves in his 45
minutes of play while allowing only one goal.
The Falcons will face
Michigan State at 4 p.m.
today at Cochrane Field
before hosting Evansville on
Sunday.
"From everything we've
heard, Michigan State is going
lo lie the toughest team that
we have played all season,''
Thompson said.
The Spartans come into
Cochrane Field with a record
of 5-2 and have been ranked
as high as No. 13 in national
polls.
"We have to limit our mistakes because they will definitely punish us," Thompson
said.

WISE MAN: Joe Patcino will lead his

2 miles off I 75 South in

The Enclave II
877-819-6802
(olltfjepdikweb.tom
706 Napoleon Rd.

SOCCER

Women's Basketball Team

Looking for Men's
Practice Players

' North Ballmore on St ft. 18
Statnt ID Special:
%jjjF Weekday 18 Holes with cart

Contact Assistant Kevin Eckert:

419-372-9226
keckert@bgsu.edu

^|£|Y Weekend 18 Holes with cart

Practices are 3-6pm daily
Must be a Full time student

FOCUS
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GROUNDS
From Page 7

CUSTODIAN
From Page 7

brooms and shovels snow.
Big deal. Mowing the lawn,
raking leaves, and shoveling
snow are normal seasonal routines for most local residents.
But it's different for Dudley
and her co-workers. Each of the
13 groundskeepers is in charge
of their own 30 acres of campus,
she said.
"A lot of students that are
hired for the summer don't
understand the job, they think
it's too easy.'' Dudley said. "But
by tin1 end of the day, they're
worn down."
With so few people employed
by grounds, Dudley usually ends
up working alone each day.
"It doesn't bother me if I have
extra hands, but I like to work
alone." Dudley said.
What does bother her, though,
is the stress caused by the
amount of work each grounds
employee i- responsible for.
"It's too much sometimes."
Dudley said. "Okay I'm not
going to say sometimes, it's
always stressful. We gel pulled
back and forth between jobs."
Dudley thinks the main reason for her stress is there are
only 13 groundskeepers for the
entire campus, the lowest number she's seen during her six
years in the department.
Dudley said she doesn't know
why they aren't hiring.
"When people retire or quit,

the] aren't being replaced," she

said
The lack of employees is especially straining during the winter, when grounds will occasionally pull 12-hour shifts in
order to make sure sidewalks

are clear ofsnow for students.

Before she worked with
grounds, Dudley spent 10 years
working at the beat plain that
used to fuel BGSU Dudley said
she was the first — and the last
—female to work at the old beat
plain before it shut down
Standing in the middle of
the fountain, in her BCiSII polo
shirt, jeans with wet hems, diamond stud earrings and powerwasher in hand, Dudley laughs
when she thinks about life after
work. Back home, she cleans I be
house and likes to spend time
talking to her girls about their
day al school.
"I don't really have much of a
Social life," Dudley said.
Despite the siicss she experiences from her Iwo jobs. I )udk-\
knows that her job on grounds

keeps the campus running,
"It's like vehicle, we do our
pan lo make it run. we keep it
clean." she said.

"It's too much
sometimes. Okay,
I'm not going to
say sometimes, it's
always stressful."
Tina Dudley | Groundskeepet

"Hut they're the most important because of health issues,''
she said, as she wipes between
i be cracks and crevices of a
shower stall. "It's important we
kill the mold in case someone is
allergic to it."
Mayo said the most rewarding aspect of her job is interacting with the students all day.
"I want to have fun with the
students," shesaid. "Sometimes
they'll inform me of a mess and
I'll tease and say. 'Oh, did you
leave me a surprise?'"
"I'm here every day, so I start
to learn tin- personalities of the
students, "she said.

hallway, she said as she pulled
a large pizza box out of a trash
can in the laundry room.
Another common problem
she comes across -it work is
boys blatantly not using the
bathrooms correctly, Stopping
to clean up Intentional messes
lakes time and puts her behind
in her work.
"I just want to ask, 'Would
you do this at home?"'
Mayo said that dealing with
gross messes is just a pan oi the
job. She takes care of them and
moves on with her work.
Despite these problems, she
feels appreciated for the work
she does.
(lumber I egg. a freshman
resident in Kohl, appreciates all
that Mayo does.

An important and sometimes

"I think custodians are snine

difficult part of the job is to get
the work done in a timely fashion while working around the
students' schedules.
"I always wait for the girls to
get reach and give them their
privacy and space. I hat's why I
try to tackle the showers while
they are asleep or in class."

of the most outstanding Indl
viduals." Legg said. "She deals
with some of the worsi situations and she's still smiling I
have so much respect for her
Mayo said l.egg always lakes
time to apologize on beli.ill ol
his floor for any messes, which
means a lot toiler.
When the bathrooms .incleaned and sanitized and the
uash is taken out, Mayo goes

Mayo said.

"Also, I try not to run the vacuum early in the morning when
Students are asleep. I know I
would not want someone to
run a vacuum when I'm trying to sleep."
When the third floor bathrooms are finished, Mayo
grabs the accumulated trash
and puts it in an even larger
trash bag, throws it over her
•.boulder and hauls it down
IO thedumpster.
Some people may not realize all I be walking and lifting
that is involved in the job.
"It can be Itiringl but we
use flatbeds and lake two
trips when necessary," she
said, referring to the carls the

students useon move-in day,
"It's a lot ol walking, bending
over and standing up."
After a short break and
some chit-chat with her coworkers. Mayo heads back
to the second floor lo start
on the bathrooms when she
comes across a note with her
name on it. The note is from
a resident advisor explaining the problem of a clogged
drinking fountain, which is
no surprise to Mayo,
Though cleaning food out
ol drinking fountains is not
supposed lo be part of the
job, it is a common occurrence, and Mayo cleans it
without a single complaint.
It's also common to see
Mayo with a plunger in
hand.
"Some people are jusi
destructive. I've seen toilet
paper dispenseis pulled nil

the walls," she said,

Wednesday. Sepietnber 20. ?00611

in the w inter and helping to set
up for c ainpus cvcnls such as
graduation and Campus Fest
Each day in die summer, the
c lew is assigned four rooms to
clean lop to bottom; lhe\ watt
floors and clean die walls. Km
in addition, they de-loft all the
beds, clean lights in the ball
ways and wash all curtains.
It's amazing how hands-on
ii is. Mayo said.
I hough the work can gel

"If I come down these halls all humdrum,
students aren't going to be happy and may
not appreciate what I do for them."
through the halls and picks
up big pieces of uash before
sweeping; she finds uash in
more places than on the floor.
"We lind cups shoved up on
liglu fixtures or in other places," she said. "We always have
to keep our eves open and look
from top to bottom."
The next step is to wipe down
ihe w alls, which are sometimes
filled with all kinds ol things,

including gum.
"I always go homeaftei wnik
and tell my kids to always try
and pick up after themselves
when they're in public.'' Mayo
said.

but

custodians at

the

University don't just dean the
dorms.
some extra parts ol the job
that many people are unaware
ol include shoveling sidewalks

Dude,

we lived at
Copper Beech...
J|_

M lANjKING

V

Ibis frustrates Mayo as
it puts a hold on her other
tasks
"If I could tell students
to do one thing that would
make my job a little easier.
it would be to have common
courtesy and to be respectful."
She'll often find room
trash in the recycling bins or
Hash strewn throughout the

-"•r"

...we would have
furniture!

Are you interested in getting involved in

EVENT PLANNING?

downright dirty and very stren
nous. Mayo and the rest ot the
custodial crew maintain a posl
live attitude.
"It's part of the job and It's
what win- trained u> do." said
Ginny Brashear, team leader ol
the custodial crew.
Mayo said it's the positive
attitude and the teamwork that
makes the job a little easier.
"You pui into this job what
you want and that's what you'll
gel out ol it," she said. "That's
why I try to stay positive
I here's no sense in being negative. II I come clow n these balls
all humdrum, students aren'i
going to be happy and may noi
appreciate what 1 do lor them.
"Well, they might, hut it jusi
doesn't make the job fun."

Available furnished or unfurnished
Spacious bedrooms
Free high-speed Internet
connection
Free cable
"True Separation"
soundproofing system
No parking worries

Copper Beech Clubhouse

Large capacity washer
& dryer
Full-size dishwasher
Garbage disposal
Built-in microwave

Full-size private bathrooms
& one powder room

Copper ¥>eech
'

'
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2057 Napoleon ltd • 4 19-353-3300

wwrw.copperbeechtownhomes.com
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The Daily Crossword Fix

Damage could prevent
shuttle Atlantis journey
By Mike Schneider
The Associated Press

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla.
— NASA postponed the
return of Atlantis for ai
lcasl a day and examined
the shuttle for damage
thai could preveni ii (torn
making the |ourney home
after a mysterious object
apparently fell off tin* ship in
orbit Tuesday.
Space agency officials
wanted extra time to establish whether the object was
a vital piece ol the shuttle
such as the tiles thai protect
it from the blowtorch heal
of re-entry — and whether it
harmed the spacecraft when
it fell away.
" I he question is: What is
it? Is it something benign? ...
Or is it something more critical we should pay attention
to?" said Wayne- Hale, span'

shuttle program manager.
"We want to make sure we're
sale to land before we coin
mil to that rather Incredible
journey through the Earth's
atmosphere."
The shuttle has enough
supplies In stay in span' iinlil
Saturday while engineers on the
ground figure out whether the
shuttle can safely return to Earth.
I he space agency did not
rule out the possibility of a
sparcwalk in make repairs or.
if the spacecraft is too damaged, sending Atlanta's six
crew members to take refuge
In the international space
station and await rescue by
another shuttle — a scenario
that NASA has been developing ever since the Columbia
disaster in 2003.
Before the postponement.
Atlantis had been scheduled
to touch clown jusi before
daybreak Wednesday, when
the weather forecast wasn't
favorable for landing anyway.

Wayne Hale | Space Shuttle Program Mai
vibrations from the jet firings.
Officials were not optimistic they would be able

ol the space station for the
first lime since the Columbia
tragedy .1 1/2 years ago.
Mission Control spotted
the baffling object — the size
of which was not immediately determined — with a
video camera in the shuttle's
cargo bay The object probably came out of the cargo bay

the possibilities were almost
endless, ranging from harmless ice to crucial thermal
protection tiles.
So the space agency concentrated on using a ball
clo/cii
cameras
in
the
shuttle's cargo bay and on
its robotic arm lo look for
any damage to the shuttle.
especially to its thermal skin
in any mechanical swems
from the cargo bay.
NASA managers may order
Atlantis' robotic arm to be
lakciiout again lor an inspection. None of the Air 1 ore c
Space Command's radar or
telescopes has been able to
locale the object, said Sgt.

early Tuesday, officials said.
The object floated near the
shuttle in the same cubit for
,i while, slipping farther and
farther away until it was |USI
a dark speck In NASA video
beamed down to Earth.
\ lew minim's aftei NASA
made the midday decision
to delay the landing. Atlantis
astronaut Dan Burbank photographed what appeared to
be another small object Boating away from the spacecraft.
Hut NASA spokesman lames
llartsfield said: "They're not
the same thing."
\ \s\ engineers said they

think the first object maj
have shaken loose from the
shuttle during the firing of
jets in preparation for landing. Sensors on the shinties
light wing detected sonic
kind of impact about the
same time the object was
lirst spotted.
But NASA officials said the
fact that all of the sensors in
that section were triggered
— rather than just one oi two
— suggests they were set olf by
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ACROSS
1 Bends out of shape
6 Lead actor
10 Venomous vipers
14 Nimble
15 Encore!
16 Political alliance
17 Conductor's guide
19 Author Ephron
20 Sense of taste
21 Naval might
23 Soft dnnk
25 Male gamete
26 Foundation
291
Tax grp.
4 Haie-Bopp, e.g.
9 Capital of Ghana
14 Bottom line
15 Humiliate
16 Pierced by horns
17 Housekeeping chore for a yegg?
20 Chemical compound
21 Of an ancient alphabet

woman lor (he command,
which is assisting NASA.
The space agency has been
especially alert to damage to
the shuttle's heat shield since
the Columbia tragedy, \ piece
of foam broke off Columbia's
external fuel tank during liftnil and gashed a wing, allowing hot gases In penetrate the
spacecraft during its return
to Earth. The ship disintegrated, and all seven astro

nauts died.
Atlantis was

Inspected

repeatedly during its flight,

and up until Tuesday, NASA
said the ship had come
through the launch and
more than a week in orbit in
remarkably good shape.

County Sheriff Gary Toelke
UNION, Mo. (AP) — A
newborn
abducted
after
her mothet was slashed was
found alive Tuesday in i'\iel
leni condition, and a woman
who had recently miscarried

was arrested, officials said.
Dr. Peter McCarthy, an
emergency
room
physician at St. John's Hospital in
Washington. Mo., said II
day-old Abigale Lynn Woods
his been reunited with her
mother, father and Other relatives. She was expected to
be released from the hospital
litter Tuesday.
"The family is elated and
thankful to everyone in the
community who prayed fot
them." McCarthy said. The
baby was hydralcd, nourished
and in good condition when
she arrived at the hospital."
I HlagentHolandCorvingion
identified the suspect .is
Shannon Heck, who lives a lew
miles from the home of the
mother and baby.
The case broke when Heck's
sister-in-law. Dorothy Inrnv

said. "She's the one thai made
it happen."
On Sunday, Heck contacted
Inrnv in say she had given
birth, Corvington said. Beck
had been pregnant but apparently
miscarried
shortl)
before her own child was to
be horn.
Torre/, visited Heck on
Monday and urged her to take
the child to a doctor, the FBI
agent said. Heck agreed, and

inrnv accompanied her to St.
Louis on luesday. about 45
miles awav.
lone/
noticed
what

appeared to be makeup on the
baby's forehead, Corvington
said When she rubbed the
forehead, makeup crime off
what was covering a small

birthmark.
In publicizing the abduction, police had described
Abhy's
strawberry-red
birthmark. Her suspicions
aroused. Torrez confronted
Heck, who gave her the baby,
Con Ington said,
Torre/ contacted police.

and the baby was handed
over to authorities around 5
p.m. Tuesday.
"An outstanding ending.
obviously," Toelke said.
Toelke said the county prosecutor would address criminal charges on Wednesday,
It wasn't immediately clear
where Shannon Beck was or
whether she had a lawyer.
The family has declined to
speak with the media.
I be child's mother, 21-yeai
old Stephenie Ochsenbine,
told police Friday a woman
entered her rural home,
attacked her with a knife and
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Visit our website at www.LMARIES.com
for more details and live in store video!
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KAPLAN

City Events

Help Wanted

For Rent

RUMMAGE SALE
al Trinity United Melhodis! Church,
corner ol Summit & Court Sts. BG
Thurs. 9/21:9-6. Fri. 9'22;9-4(1 2
price day). Sat 9 23 9-12 (bag day)

Myles Baker Street, a new pastry
shop close to campus, is hiring lull
time and part time counter help.
EARLY mornings, afternoons, and
weekends. Accepting applications at
Myles Dairy Queen 434 E. Wooster
St. 419-494-4468.

" Avail. Now Rms. low as $225 Mo.
Also units startmg1-1-07 & 07-08
S.Y. @cartyrentols com. or call
419 353-0325 9am-9pm

Personals

Exotic Dancers.
No experience needed: will train.
Call alter 8pm 1-877-258-2764
For Sale

WEDNESDAY IS
BG BURGER DAY

19% Sebnng LXI Sunroof.
all power, many updates.
Priced to sell. Call 353-7397

Lunch S Dinner
MCDONALD DINING

GUITAR amp Peavey XXL Head
Marshall 4x12 Cab Electric guitar
Ephiphone G-400. 419-966-0585

Help Wanted

WEDNESDAY
ITALIAN NIGHT

'BARTENDING1 up to $300/day No
exp. necessary. Training provided.
Call 800-965 6520 ext. 174.

$7.95 All You Care To Eat
4 30pm - 7pm
COMMONS BUFFET

Campus Pollyeyes
All-U-Can-Eat
Soup. Salad, and Breadsticks
M-F 11-4 $5 25

WEDNESDAY
OODLES OF NOODLES
Lunch:11-2
Dinner 4:30-7
FOUNDERS FOOD COURT
Lifeguards Needed for the Nichols
Therapy Pool Hours are varied. Salary $8.25 per hour Must hold a Lifeguard Certification from the American Red Cross YMCA or Ellis & Associates. Application packet may be
obtained from Wood County Board
ot MR/DD, 11160 East Gypsy Lane
Rd.. Bowling Green. Ent B Monday
- Friday. 8 00 am - 4 00 pm E.O.E.
Sports Technician
Provide and
coordinate appropriate training and
competition opportunities in Special
Olympics and unified sports activities. Part-time: contracted position,
position available until filled Application packet may be obtained from
Wood Counly Board ol MR/DD.
11160 East Gypsy Lane Rd . Bowling Green, Ent. B. Monday - Friday.
8:00 am - 4:00 pm. E.O.E

7 -2-3 Bedroom Apartments

Try our new extra large dryer. The only dryer in town
that can properly dry large comforters and blankets.

ANSWERS

^

NCLEX

PONTIAC '97. Sunlire SE. 112k
miles: coupe. a<c. cd. teale green:
S2000 419 353 5967 alter 5 00 pm
For Rent
1 & 2 bedroom apt
New'quiet location W/ laundry on site
Well maintained, w dishwasher.
central AC. Available Now
Call Heather at 419-354-6036
Like Water for Chocolate
FOUNDERS DINING CELEBRATES
Hispanic Heritage Month
Dinner September 20lh
4:30 • 7:30
Check Out the Chocolate Fountain
Rooms for rent on a month to month
basis. Large bedrooms in small
town Good for the serious student
or someone not wanting the hassle
ol linding sub leasers $350 month
all utilities included Serious inquiries only 419-3529542 or e-mail
storres@bgsualumni.com.

'.

... nun.*, rillikc.om 1

C

($a*miAe /2 4 13-74M 1

l-'xit ISQ Comer of I-75 and Ri HIM
AM. STADIUM SKATINCi
Parti •
i.i- '•'■ M.IIMI..,

FREE T-SHIRTS
FREE SOAP
FREE DRYING
FREE GAMES
Sept. 23rd & 24th - Noon to 6PM - While supplies last.

Mauna
volcano
Teeter-totter
Pitch or putt
Admits
Selling points
Flippant
Maximum degree
Patnotic men's org.
Prevaricated
Withered
_ for the course
Galena or mispickel
Harem room
Bon
(witticism)

1 -800-KAP-TEST • www.KAPTEST.COM

stole the baby, who was a week
old at the time.
Police had received more
than 500 leads in the investigation. On luesday. they
gave I lie baby's father, lanirs
Woods, a polygraph test,
which he passed
The abductor had been
profiled as someone who
had a child die recently or as
someone who could not have
children, told people she was
pregnant and needed to steal
a child so her lie would not be
toniid out.

Chen of "SNL"
Venomous snake of Asia
Krazy
Old video-game letters
Anticipate with alarm
Peppy
Contaminate
Dolts
Housekeeping chore for a
detective?
Clinging moilusk
Got up
Spheres
Perfume
P. Hearst's kidnappers
Lingus (Irish airline)
Old daggers
Park. CO
Gladden
Brains
Housekeeping chore for an
editor?
City in Provence

««»

THINKING ABOUT GRAB SCHOOL? LAW SCHOOL? MED SCHOOL?
CALL THE WORLD LEADER IN TEST PREP

Recently abducted newborn found alive; mother slashec
contacted authorities.
"Shes ihe hero," Franklin
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57

SEMESTER UNLIMITED TANNING
$59.00
CAMPUS TAN - 352-7889

By Christopher Leonard
The Associated Pren

38
41
42
43
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Fissure
51
Trig function
52
Dosage amts.
53
Press
54
Puppy malady
55
Calamitous
Prop for Mary Poppins 56
Corp. VIP

30

to identify the object, >n« e

lennlfer Thibault, a spokes

*"-»i'

t Yellow Sea port
2 Narrate
3 Inscribed stone pillars
4 Political runner
5 Hautboy
6 Half a Kenyan rebel?
7 $ quote
8 Set of four
9 Talent broker
10 -_fan tutte"
11 Nut
12 Gridiron zebra
13 Juice drink
16 Broadcast
19 Chinese Muslim
23 Reno game
24 Daily grind
26 Garfunke) and Carney
27 Cobb and Hardin

"The question is: What is it? Is it something
benign?... Or is it something more critical
we should pay attention to?"

The Incident came near the
end of what had been a near
ly flawless mission devoted
to restarting construction

KAPLAN

brought to you by

,,.,,,,.. or .,,,,.11 K,„
(Mil f<»- IntonKKlli

2 Day Advance Ticket Sales

From Only $485!
On selected floor plans
•
•
•
•
•

• GRIDIRON GANG IP0-13I
THE BLACK DAHLIA |R|
EVERYONE'S HERO IC)
• THE COVENANT (PG-131
IHE WICKER MAN,PC u,

Ground floor ranch
Private entrance
Patio
Spacious kitchen
Pets welcome!

INVINCIBLE {K|
ACCEPTED (-6-UI
STEP UP IP0-11I
WORLD TRADE CENTER I PG-131

7151000
7:10 9 50
7:30935
7 00 9 20
7:009 30
7 009 30
7451000
7:10940
7:00945

TAUAOEGA NIGHTS THE BALLAD OF RICKY

:

REE HEAT

7:059 30

BOBBY IPG-UI
BARNYARD THE ORIGINAL PARTY
ANIMALS IPGi

VAdtllt SCUM**
AfMTMtim

i
I Sho«mOn
1—1 SOMMKU-I

LITTLE MISS SUNSHINE B

N

t

*.tfiM{//*iU rV

/*

MONSTER HOUSE 1PG1
LITTLE MAN IPG-13I
CLICK IPC-131
A PRAIRIE HOME COMPANIONiPC-

419-353-7715 t£*

13-2861

MUMUVIHIKMIO VII SlAlSUI SHUNS 11.V>
HIIDAY-SI Mm Ml SMTYAI.I SH0MSS2.5O
THE ANTSULLYlPG)

VARSITY SQUARE
apartments

7:409:50
7 20940

CARS(G)

7:109:10
7109:10
7:20930
700920
1)700920
7 00920

EffilittiMIWMIMMWMra

3 bdrm. house. 1 block Irom shuttle.
Garage. A/C. W/D hookup NO
PETS. $750 & util. 419-353-8208.
Affordable 1 bdrm., quiet & cozy.living room, fireplace, kitchen $395
mo plus electric 419-654 5716
Copper Beech Town Homes. Single
unit apt looking for 1 sublsr. ASAP
or looking tor Spr. Sem. Fully (urn
spacious kit., brand new appliances.
W/D. A-C. central heat, breakfast
bar, in spd cable & internet incld. in
rem. $650 mo. 216-538-0061.
dansolo@bgsu edu
Simply styling our 1 bdrm apts.
have lots of style for a price that is
simply perfect! Special pricing avail.
hurry in. this is a limited time offer
Charing Cross 419-352-0590
Cozy, quiet 1 bdrm. apt. in BG.
$455mo. No sec. dep.. no util.
For more into call 419-352-9979
Deluxe 1 bedroom turnished apt. on
Manville near the water tower Available immediately 419-352 5239
FUN FOOD THURSDAYS
Featuring Naked Wings
Dinner. 4:30-7
COMMONS BUFFET

Male has turnished room for rent
with freedom of house to a clean,
neat, and honest student. $200 deposit $260 rent. 419-354-6117.
Retired teacher & professor will
share house with graduate student
or other professor. 5 bdrm , 2 wood
burning fireplaces, wooded lot $255
mo incld partial util Call after 7 &
leave message 419-352 5523.

APARTMENTS
For Rent
839 Seventh Street, Apt 14
One bedroom unfurnished with
dishwasher. $395 00 per month
deposit $395.00 Lease to 8/4/07
755 Manville, Apt. 9
Two bedroom unfurnished apt. Pet
allowed with $250.00 non-refundable deposit. Rent $425.00 per
month, deposit $425.00. For one
person, $490.00 per month, deposit
$490.00 for 2 people. Lease to 8/4/07,
244 N. Enterprise, Rm 1
Room for a male in a rooming house.
Share utilities, kitchen
and bath with other tenants.
$ 135.00 per month until 5/S/07
905 Napoleon Road
Three bedroom, 1.5 bath townhouse
with one car garage, appliances
including washer and dryer. Limit 3
people.Tenant mows lawn. $800.00
per month.Tenant pays utilities.
1745 Umerkk- Shamrock VUUgt
located behind Bob Evans.Two
bedroom, 2.5 bath condo with
appliances including washer and
dryer. One ear garage. Limit 2
people. Excellent Condition. $875.00
per month.Tenant pays utilities
All Available Immediatley
NO PETS!

JOHN NEIVLOVE
REAL ESTATE, INC.

